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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
ALBUQUERQUE,

THIRTIETH YEAR.

NEW MfXICO, FRIDAY, AUGUST 7, 1908,
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for the purpose of counteracting the
influence of the Cleveland horseshoe.
"A the president may not care to
part with that lucky rabbit's foot,
one of a part of a rabbit shot on the
seventh hour of the seventh day of
the seventh month of the jpar at full
moon In a country churchyard by a
colored clergyman, desiring it, maybe,
to carry It with him to the jungles
you
of Africa, I herewith present
rabbit
with a foot from the same
mounted with the luckiest gold from
Alaska."
In his address to the Bar association, Judge Taft presented his subject by stating that the end sought in
the administration of Justice was to
promote tranquillity and contentment
As has been anticipated a deliberate and carefully planned effort is be- to him which delegation may be elected to the county convention since he
among the people. He expressed a
It
doubt that our present administration ing made to deceive and mislead the republican voters of Albuquerque as to the satisfied that the republicans of the county are for him for the nomination.
popular
of Justice Insured general
effort to hide the
real issue in the primary election to be held on Monday next, by means of is not likely that Mr. Andrews views with complacency the
lar satisfaction with its results.
"There are," he said, "aboundant an industrious circulation of the report that the opposition to Frank A. Hub-be- Hubbell campaign behind his skirts, for Mr. Andrews has had some little
evidences that the prosecutions of
treachery which has
and the Hubbell ring is opposition to the candidacy of Delegate Andrews experience with Hubbell support and Hubbell treachery,
criminals have not' been certain and
Officials of Canadian Pacific
preventing
of
twice cost him the normal majority in this county.
Able Address by Judge Taft thorough to the point
for renomination.
of
popular protest. The existence
Busily Importing Mechanics
It is known that the present republican commission, the acting central
It was forecasted and predicted by the Morning Journal Thursday mornBefore Virginia Bar Points lynching in all parts of the country-IFrom United Stales; Three
directly traceable to this lack of
Strickler, long the chief backer and supporter of Frank committee of this county, is for Andrews. It is known that the leaders of the
Out Weaknesses in Adminis- uniformity and thoroughness 'in the ing that Mr. Willard S.
not
an
Andrews
Mr.
candidacy.
is
his
for
republicans
independent
ftundied Already Secured,
are
A. Hubbell, would use his newspaper, the Daily Citizen, in an endeavor to
enforcement of our criminal laws.
tration of Justice,
"The Inequality that exists in our hide the fight which Strickler and the Daily Citizen are making for Hubbell issue in this campaign. The effort to make him an issue and to use him as a
present administration of Justice and
the Andrews candidacy and cover for the desperate fight which the Daily Citizen and Frank A. Hubbell ABSENCE X)F VIOLENCE
that sooner or later Is certain to rise nd for Hubbell control of the primaries behind
AND
WOULD MAKE RICH
poputo
for
us,
and
call
arc making for control of the primaries will not avail.
and trouble
behind the charge that the opposition to Hubbell is opposition to Andrews.
FEATURE OF STRUGGLE
reform, is in
and
lar
condemnation
LAW
EQUAL
BEFORE
is just one issue present here before the republican voters of
the
There
POOR
Andrews
and
An
letter.
the
to
fulfilled
been
has
prediction
This
the unequal burden which the delay
and expense of litigation under our drews candidacy are all the Daily Citizen can find behind which to hide the Albuquerque :
Armed Guards Employed in
Imposes on the poor litigant."
Vigil. Nestor Montoya
Eslavio
and
Hubbell
A.
have
Will
of
primaries
you
the
Frank
the
Reduction of Court Costs Ad- system
control
for
Hubbell
One remedy, Mr. Taft said, must be fight now being made by Frank A.
Division Towns Find Little to
bosses and the manager $ of pour part) affairs, or
which
vocated as Means of Reduc- reform in our toojudicial proceeduro.
means control of the county convention, control of the county and Modesto Ortiz for your
control
a
Ancumbersome.
which is now
Do; Trainmen May Go Out in
the county government a will you take charge of those affairs yourself and insure for the future decent
ing Advantages of Wealthy other would be more expedition on republican committee and conlrol, eventually, of
Sympathy,
the part of judges In rendering their control from which Hubbell was driven by the voters of this county after management of parly business and a continuation of clean government in BerLitigants,
opinion. Delay, he said, always worknalillo
struggle
every
county?
during
odds
heavy
a
ed to the detriment of the poor and four years of a desperate struggle against
Morning Journal nocla! Leased Wire. I
This issue, the only issue, will be fought out at the primaries on Monday. I Br
the h. in lit of the wealthy litigant. As day of which the Daily Citizen was found fighting as it is fighting now for a
Wire.
Special
Laaied
Morning
Journal
Aug. 8. Tonight all the
Winnipeg,
IBs
believes
the
Mr.
to
appeals,
Taft
There can be no mistake in the character of the delegations. You can tell Canadian Pacific railway shops are In
Hot Springs, Aug. 6. Thore was court of first Instance and the inter- continuance of the Hubbell rule of county government and party affairs.
no reservation in the south em hospiIt is for the republican voters of this city darkness ow ing to the electricians opthem.
mediate appelate courts should be for
Thé people are fully aware of the reasons for the fight which the Daily them as far as you can see
tality uccorded Mr. Taft by the Vir- the purpose of finally disposing In a
erating the light plant declining to
n
Citizen is making for Hubbell. The effort to conceal it behind the candidacy and county to decide.
laborers. Towork with
ginia State Bar association here today Just and prompt way of contentions
The effort to hide the Hubbell campaign behind the Andrews candidacy day three coach loads of strike breakbetween litigants. The appellant Ju- of Andrews for the nomination is pure cowardice, an acknowledgement of the
the
of
address
on the occasion of the
and
risdiction of the court of last resorts
But the voters of this county have only to look over ers reached here from St. toPaul
republican candidate on the "Law's should be limited to those cases which utter abhorrence with which the people of Albuquerque and of the county view will doubtless continue.
Ihe JapChicago, and these, added
the little ring of men who are making the fight, a typical Hubbell fight, to anese used tn round houses anil ItalDelay." His presence and Introduc- are typical and which give to it In the effort to restore Hubbell to power.
to
opportunity
covtfi
an
work In other
judgment
its
by
applauded
were
tory pleasantries
it is being made wilh the deliberate intention to return ians and Oalhians at
parts of the yards, add somewhat to
the whole field of the law.
The effort to hide this fight behind the Andrews candidacy will not avail. determine whether or not
an audience representative of the sohimself, Eslavio Vigil, the usual activity around the build"I believe that a great reform might It is well known that this newspaper has opposed the Andrews candidacy. No Frank A. Hubbell to power in this county. Hubbell
and
cial life of the Old Dominion,
federal
certainly
in
the
be
effected,
of the former boss are ings. Porters on cars are now comclose
rs
exof
ring
lollop
little
the
all
met
the
of
speech
known Modesto Ortiz
the burden of his
pelled to clean out their cars, and
effort has been made to conceal it. But it has recently become equally
too,
state
til
courts,
I
the
think,
and
preslawyers
pressed approval of the
every extru laborer that en be Utilin the city and in the country in the same oift Hubbell way.
work
of
least
majority
of
at
a
mandatory
by
reduction
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at
county,
a
or
the
of
and
Albuquerque
that the people of
ent. At his conclusion Mr. Taft was
ised by the company la being pressed
fees.
salaries
is
The
court
costs
Monday
the
and
It
election
on
T"herc is only one issue at the primary
surrounded by members of the audistrongest supporters are among the
his
and
candidacy
Andrews
the
Seven hundred mechanthem,
Into
favor
service.
fixed
be
should
court
officers
of
the
ence, who presented themselves for
the republican voters of Albuquerque, will return Hubbell and ics are expected from the Pacific coast
A group pho- and should be. paid out of the treas
independent republicans those republicans who through thick and thin have whether you,
personal acquaintance.
will
states, w hile the eastern shops
of the country, state or national
his aana to rule over you in your party affairs and in your county government. draw their supply from the New Engtograph was taken under the trees ury
Hubbell domination of county and parly affairs.
against
may
be,
government,
stood
out
case
as
and
the
the
with Mr. Taft in the center. At
It is for you to decide. land sla'es. Sixty union pickets have
is only one issue and there is no mistaking it.
banquet tonight, which brought to a fees should be reduced to as low a
Mr Andrews himself has said, and said plainly, that it does not matter There
been placed on duty at the local
possible.
figure
as
close the twentieth annual session of
shops,
the company not being adverse
direc"I think another step in the
the association, Mr- Taft responded to
to passive picketing. which Is not IlIDAHO DEMOCRATS
from Tabriz, says
to the Novoe-Vrmy- a
the toast, "The President." Mr. Taft tion of the despatch of litigation
legal.
At some shops In far western
that young Turk agitators have arspeech to- would be the requirement of higher
BOLT CONVENTION cities armed
prefaced his forty-minupolice are on guard, but
Khan,
camp
the
of
In
Sata
the
judges
rived
who
qualifications
sit
these
for
two
embarrassday by expressing
is not considered necessary here.
this
and
constitutionalists
pecuthe
of
on
a
involving
cases
small
leader
the
ments he felt in appearing before a
Wallace, Idaho, Aug. fi. The demo- All day at the shops everything was
are preaching the union of all the
Virginia audience. The lirst he made niary amount.
fifty
Ottoirthe
under
peoples
cratic slate convention was split In as quiet as could be. Between
Mohammedan
"Another method by which their
clear by this anecdote:
were placed at lh"
pickets
sixtv
and
man constitution
twain this afternoon and both the Du- various railroad terminals and in the
"As I was entering the hall here ritation at the Inequality in our ad
The dispateh adds that the shah
today I was Introduced to a very ministration may be reduced Is by the L
faction
have vicinity of the shops to meet all mebois and
hU.h TCk advancing from Teforce
harmirip ilAntrhtir nf YiiulnlH a mar Introduction of a system for the set-- r
organized segal ate conventions.
cha, ilcs coming Into the city and disfrom
forty
by
miles
damage
biought
of
em
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has
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rw
I
suade them from going to work for
In
came
convention
split
The
the
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at
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ployes
against
public
seems
hesitate
service
Tabriz and
ing her name, whlcU was a Virginia
company If they had any such Inthrough
official arbitration and
Ing swords with the
this forenoon when the convention the
name, whether she was a relative of tions
tention.
a rrlend of my own from Virginia, without resort to Jury trials. Such a
failed to sustain a protest of the
W. H. MeVey, local chairman ofth"
FORCE
system is working in Kngland, so I
vol o TURKS VHl.D
who bore the same name.
faction ajainst Ihe seating of strikers, authorized
the Associated
10
I P ll VCI.M
SULTAN TO (IV
" 'Oh, no,' she replied. 'My poor am informed, and was successfully InMear Lake, Press lo state that he had Informadelegates
corDubois
the
mini
6.
one
Aug.
In
No
The
augurated
"
Massachusetts.
London,
Times'
husband is a Yankee.'
i Un ida and
tion from what he regarded as thorFremont counties
respondent at Sofia says that one of
The story seemed to remove the can have sat on the federal bench for
oughly reliable source that a carload
left
the
The
faction
at
years
eight
or
envoys
not
captured
nine
and
realize
the sultan's
The other was
first embarrassment.
of strike breakers left Chicago yesformed
then
faction
Dubois
hall.
The
waa
of
by young Turks
Mr. Taft's diffidence In discussing be- how defective the administration
He was unable to
terday morulas
elecby
organisation
permanent
a
the
to swear allegiance to the now ABORTIVE STRIKE BRINGS
fore the bar of Virginia a technical Justice In these cases must have seemof
(he
men coming, nor
number
WashingI,
slate
of
A.
Frechafer
of
tion
regime, Then he was entrusted with
question. "Because, you know," he ed to the defeated plaintiff, whether LIBERAL REGIME NOW
could he say exactly the hour of their
ton county as permanent chairman.
legless
was
or
he
the
employe
Inform
armless
plainly
IN
I
to
sultain
CAPITAL
be
to
the
a
PANIC
years
ago
ceased
letter
NEAR
said, "eight
The selection of Freehafer was dis- arrival, although a strict lookout will
IN COMPLETE CONTROL Ing him
himself, or his personal representathat he was still under sus- a Judge and became a mere politito Delegate Oalloway, who, be kept for them by pickets guarding
pleasing
changed
tive."
his
plrlon and that unless he
cian."
saying
that he objected to a the Soo line and Oreat Northern terafter
system
Jury
to
As
Mr. Taft said:
the
Tomorrow Judge Taft, with Mrs.
Firm Attitude of Authorities "straw man" for chairman, left the minal. Mr. McVey had been assured
!-inTravels
Ambassador
British
"We cannot of course dispense with
Taft, Oeneral Clarence It. Edwards,
iMll,
The convention then, adjourned of the support of the federation of
Results in Resumption of until
chief of the Insular bureau of the the Jury system. It is that which
Sultan
Congratulate
labor and alreadv a strike allowance
to
o'clock tomorrow. The reguState
i
adpart
people
a
makes
the
of
the
W.
Cameron
war department, and
fac had been made by heads of the un
as
tho
democrats,
lar
After
every
by
of
Recalcitrants
ministration
but
Work
Justice,
live
Forbes, vice governor of the PhilipAbdul Hamid on His Loss of dismiss his harem and henceforth
tion denominate themselves, went over ion. Single men will receive jr, per
pines, will be driven by Tate Sterritt. means by which In civil cases litigants
In European fashion with one wife.
Judge week and married men $7 during Ihe
Gloom,
to the Masonic hall, where
of
Hours
Few
may
be
voluntarily
Induced
to .avoid
proprietor of the famous Fasslfern
Authority,
Other brunches are rapidly
An strike.
was
Stockslager
chairman.
chosen
expense,
delay and burden of Jury
farm, to Sulphur Springs, W. Va., to the
PROBE
TO
ÍGRAND
JURY
falling
line and before king evwas
into
announcement
still
made
that
Morning Journal aneelal Uwl Wlre.l more seceders desired to enter
attend the Oreen Briar county horse trials, ought to be encouraged, for In
(Bt
ery
be provided for
will
striker
the
Special
Wlie.l
Lmm4
GOULD DIVORCE PLUI
drive will be this way the general administration 107 Moral lis Journal
show.
The forty-mil- e
fails, Aug. I. Parta was plunged convention
There is a report that the trainmen
I, Ihe young
Aug.
Constantinople.
justice
be
can
of
greatly
facilitated
made with three relays of four horses
After they had been admitted to tho will go out on Saturday. This Is deInto darkness for two hours tonight
those of the last team to be entered and the expense Incident to delay In Turks have now completely triumphed.
Aug. . The grand jury
Judge Stockslager, amid great nied by McVey. but It Is affirmed by
York,
hall
New
composed
of
eloctrlcians
attempt
practically
cabinet,
new
litigation
of
an
be
can
greatly
A
reduced."
in
in the show on the arrival there
al becaUM
Into
the
investigation
laughter,
suggested that a committee all the strikers who will talk anil who
up
the
took
command
and
own
Mr. Taft closed with a tribute to of their
nominees
to carry out a general strike similar be appointed to wait upon the Du- assert that the whole system will be
the afternoon.
dito
manufacture
conspiracy
leged
on
Is
established
cautioned ing public confidence
Mr. Tuft today accepted hor,"tnry the legal profession and
evidence agaloM F. J. Gould. to that of March, 1907. The máneuver, bois convention and explain that the tied up by Sunday. The trainmen's
membership in the Patriotic Ri pub- that conservatism ought not lo be al- a constitutional basis, the sultan hav- vorcefirst W ROOTS '.vii!- Miss Mabel
which fortunately proved abortive, Is Masonic hall was too small for the organization doea not consist of enright to The
lican club of New York city, an or lowed to prevent reforms which are ing given up his claim to the
apprentice, attributed to a desire of the revolu- "regulars" and ask them to exchange gineers, firemen and conductors, but
milliner's
tho
maadwar
and
in
equalizing
of
of
interest
the
the
ministers
the
appoint
ganization incorporated in 1S98.
third whose story resulted In the arrest of tionary laborltes for revenge for an halls. Following this the committees of switchmen, hrakemen. baggagemen
That the question may be finally ministration of Justice as far as pos rine. Klamll Pasha, who for the
were announced and the convention and some of the conductors. It was
Mrs. Ben Teal, wife of a prominent
throughpoor
vlsier,
and the rich. time becomes grand
by adjourned until 2:30 p. m. tomorrow pointed out that there Is a
Issued
rabbit's foot sible between the
determined whether
'
this
afternoon
Mousley.
order
S.
manager;
Hnrry
a
theatrical
At the Bar association banquet, In out his career has struggled for
Is a moro sure talisman than a horsefiremen
engineers,
closing
tho
conductors,
prepare
to
Seine,
permit
to
of
Julia
the
the
committees
Miss
of
the
prefect
deteetlve,
and
the
constitutional regime and thrice had a private
shoe, John W. Frailer of Philadelphia responding to the toast. "Tin' Presicon- and telegraphers, all of whom work
of Mrs. Teal, labor exchange to the federated un- their reports. The
friend
Fleming,
former
United
of
States,"
Mr.
dent
the
opinions.
Tift
for
his
exile
suffered
today sent Mr. Taft a
vention claims to have 183 votes and together in harmony. They form a
suborHis ministry with two exceptions is all of whom are charged with
ions of the department of the Seine the Dubois 115. Many delegates have most conservative organization which
In doing so Mr. Fra- said it might be appropriate for him
labblt's foot.
and
Teal
Mrs.
perjury.
of
to
toast.
lo
respond
the
views.
nation
of
liberal
composed of new men
this hit of history
iler contributed
bond because of the part the lalxir exchang., gone home.
for a number of years has had an
"Not because of any relation 1 hear Two of them are Christians. Oabrlel Hun y Mousley are out on $5.000 from played In the recent disturbances.
regarding campaign trophies:
Dubois
Except
the
convention
that
ironbound agreement with the comreduced
was
ball
mday
"T'ward the close of the presiden to that office, but because I was sum- Effendl, the minister of works, Is an and
propany. Their schedules are the strongoption
declaren"
for
local
and
Miss
of
case
current
9
In
the
Shortly before o'clock the
Hal compalgn of 1904, Orover Cleve- moned to the White House when the Armenian, and Prince Mavcomordato, $5,000 to $2,000
est
against
carried by any nf the labor or
strongly
polygamy,
out.
bailed
nounced
was not
was abruptly cut off. This caused the
land sent to Alton I?. Parker the invitation was extended and directed the minister of agriculture. Is a Greek. Fleming but she
in ganizations, and It Is a matter of pride
and
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a
In
hotels
made
the
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Fleming
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publish
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Miss
come
will
to
ministry
do
here,
what I
The new
lucky horseshoe that had been sent (laughter)
since
these
In politics, tho platforms with them that never
a
and restaurants, a majority of which terference
und the district attorney agreed to
1884 could. If need be use the big stick to program almost immediately and preto Mr. Cleveland during the
drawn up have.
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schedules
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ball.
much
The
are
alike.
upon
her
of
dependent
entirely
In
amount
the
are almost
(Laugh- pare for the elections.
reduction
campaign with a letter expressing the uphold the administration."
they been violated either In the Unitwere Blanche electricity for their lights. There was tion nominated the following ticket:
Within the space of a fortnight Other witnesses called
hope that It would prove as lucky for ter.)
ed
states or In Canada. In the most
O.
Stockslager.
C.
Marie
Senator
Miss
year
a rcurrence of the seem- of last
Joking aside, Mr. Taft called atten alnce the proclamation of the consti- Hole a hair dresser, und
Parker In 1004 as It had to Cleveland
violent labor disputes these orgsnlsa- Congressman J. L, McLear.
two witThe
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Falk!
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when
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a
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be
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regime
In 1884 and 1892.
That letter and tion to the dlfflctulty of discussing tution a
(oivernor M. I Alexander.
barges of diners finishing meals by the glimthe
n "in loued ti Page 3; Column .1.)
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horseshoe led me to send to Presi- even Ihe office, of the president with tlrm-lLieutenant Oovernor ('. A. Boyd.
botin
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stuck
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MacCanslan.
dent Roosevelt a lucky rabbit's foot out trespassing on some issue In the rilla completely dispersed without any Miss
Secretary oí State W. A. Snell.
tles. Most of the theaters are closed
political campulgn. He pictured the disturbance f order. Tho young Turk
Attorney Oeneral Frank Moore.
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Salonika forced open the prisons and
to conceal this Issue will
effort
plans
completed
he
and
campaign
laaue la to be aeen
our
The
fall.
will
Issue
this
in
conceal
his counsel
est good fortune to be
effort to
retary of the electricians union who certainly will speak In tills state at
liberated all prisoners, even those unfall. The Issue la to be aeen
surlng you in the face on ev- every
Mr. Taft won the heartiest applause
to
(II. The Issue Is to be. seensent
notice
a
evsfternoon
this
on
of
death and then
sentence
staring you In the face
ery street comer.
several placea."
staring you In the face on evby the statement that the fact that der
member of the union ordering him to
ery street corner
marched through the town holding a
It la up to the Republican
I am a eandldae
ery street corner.
for the presidency peaceful demonstration in favor of the
o'clock
8
atop work between
and
It Is up to the Republican
of Albuquerque to decide
voters
Espire.
Contractor
i.
to
has not the slightest effect on Ihe real constitution.
factory
It Is up to the Republican
In
the
p m. and to remain
voters of Albuquarquc to decide
Issue
at th primary elec- a.
Aug.
FredeMich.,
Muskogen,
this
pleasure I have experienced In meetvoters of Albuquerque to decide
prevent outsiders being employed. The
Issue at the primary olec- this
Monday.
Hon
on
a
W.
as
Thompaon,
well
known
elecrick
primary
my
laaue'
profession
the
of
at
ing
the membera,
this
action was taken to force the com- railroad builder In the middle west,
HKEKINO
tlon on Monday.
To meet with the members of the YOU NO TURKS
tion on Monday.
pany to settle a number of long pendCONVERTS IN SHAH'S DOMAIN
died here tonight aged 02 years.
ing questions regarding salary, etc.
A dispatch
St. Petersburg, Aug.
(Continued n Page 2; Colunui 8.)
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DEMOCRATS TO

BRYAN

TO KNOW WHERE HE IS AT

Senator "Bob" Taylor of Tennessee at Fairview Says

I

Br Morning Jmiraul

prcl.il

I

Better
Cleve

.nr.

I

Wire

Falrvtesr, Uneotn, Aug 6. As a
result of h vlBlt to W J. Hry.in today
of Senator
Hob" Taylor of Tcnnes-see- ,
who is here to deliver
Chntt
ti
lecture, the national commit-othe democratic party, with the
i

'

m in

i 'I

)'

in

Mr. Hry.in

will noon

enter upor .1 mo.-- : claborutr plan for
of
the
nof i lathing the sentiment
ountry n.usrd their standard bearer.
Tht- - plan contemplates the formation of .1 national democratic cluh
with state and ruunty clubs ax
III be
whine duty It
to
report to the central organization
dala favorable or unfavorable to the
Mtlonal tlrket.
It Ik proponed also
that these Hubs shall poll the voters
of th. United suite ami every tection
Where the feeling
adverse to the
deiTiin rntli- candidate
to Hrnd lltera- lari ,nd apeahar.
"Th
proposition regarding the national club promptly appealed to Mr.
Bryan, who aid that h- would
not
wan for hi Vtell to Chicago In a
Coupb of tronío, chare he is to eon
fir with prominent men of the party,
but would at once take Mapa to Ret
the national club under way
senator Taylor a
accompanied
to K.iin li'iv by Mayor F W Hrow n
of Lincoln, one of Mr.
Bryan'
staunches! friend anil mlvlscra.
have bean in Karnr. Missouri
and Indiana,' aid Senator Taylor.
"To bo mind Bryan hna
better
chance fO" ele, don than Cleveland
I
In
did
lift. found many repuhlle-aIn Kamsaa
lio told me they would
vol,. f,,r Bryan, and a for Indiana,
the proHpe, t ff.r democratic uocsas
are good "
He predict, il that Tcnnriat 0 would
go democratic b 10,094
Aside from thl the moni Important
annoanccment from Fairview- today
was tin decision of Mr. Rryan
to
inak-an extended sp.ech on ti e tariff question at Dea Moines, la
Orto
her II, and to pend the three following day in Chicago In . onsiiltatlon
with ('hull in. 111 Mack and other (.arty
leader uvei the plan of campaign
When aked whether he had
that many of the republican
in Nebraska were eomlna
candidal
out in fav or of tin nrapoaHlon for
the guarantee of h.ipk
Mr
Bryan replied that In- bad bean told
"It
0.
one of Uta straws that
shows which way the wind
blow
Uig"
Among tlie other villor to Falr- w.-toi;i mi Alexander Corkey of
Ireland, who called to pay hi
respecta. He left the Bryan home with
a souvenir from the democratic nomine in the ehape of a inall
tone
from the ea of t'.Hllllee. picked Ui
by Mr. Hryan on hi trip around the
"'rid. Another Bailer was I)r A K.
Stuart of Cedar Hluff. Neb. who was
a member of the convention
which
nominated Mr. Bryan for hi
ftrt
term In congress
The two men had
not met In several year
Dr. Ktuart
brought encouraging report regarding the political ltuatlon in his ec
lion.
Tonight Mr Hryan gave out for
publication his reply to a circular letbtatineavj men of
ter eent to
the
country by James W. Van Cleave,
president of the Manufacturer' associating, urging them to go to the
polla In November and "bury Rryan
n
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lonimittee. announced tonight before
hi departure for Chicago the appointment of a finance committee with
Moae C. Wetmore. of St. Loui. a
chairman, and John Oxborne,
of
Wyoming, a vice chairman, and a
speaker committee with J. H.
of Kanaa. a chairman, and
Champ Clark, uf Mlxeourl. a vice
chairman.
The finance committee la made up
of twenty-ninmember
anil the
speaker committee of t wenty-eveAnnouncement waa alao made by Mr.
Mack that Senator Charle Culberon.
of Texas, had been appointed to suc
ceed V. R. Franci. of Miasourl. a
chairman of the advisory board. ,In
making known the change Mr. Mack
aid:
"Former líovernor Francis' acceptance of a place 011 the committee wa
assured. I did not anticipate that he
contemplated a stay of any length
aboard but wired him. He answers
that he will be absent so much during
the campaign that he ought not tn
lie
hull man but would be pleased ti
be a member of the committee. Mr
Culberson wa asked to accept the
chairmanship and ha accepted."
W. J. Conner, chairman
of the
New York state committee, today called h meeting of the atatc committee
to meet In New York on August H
to name the time and place for the,
democratic con vent Ion.
The finance committee appointed today by 'I, .111 man Mack is a follows:
,,
Finance Committee Moses tí,
chairman, Missouri; John K.
Osborne, vice chairman. Wyoming; C.
n. Haskell, treasurer, Oklahomgi w.
A. Clarke. Montan; Tlmum 1.. Johnson. Ohio: Lewi Nixon. New York;
Alva Adams, Colorado; I. J. t'ainpau..
Michigan. Francis f. Ncwland.s, Nevada: W'illard Saulsbury. Delaware:
Alexander Troup. Connecticut; Richard F. Pettlgrew. South Dakota; Ileo.
Turner, Washington, Martin II. tllynn.
New York, Kllison Tucker, Arkansas;
M. A. Mill. Oregon; Melhert Carey,
Connecticut;
OOOrBe
F.
Williams.
Massachusetts, Joseph Marvell. Delaware; W B, Jennings, Florida; W. B.
O'Brien. Indiana: M I, Dunlap, IlliIsaac
nois. K. tí. Wall. Wlscon.sin;
Reese. Tennessee; J. Taylor Kllison.
Virginia: Thomas It. Iliowu, Vermont;
W. K. Chilton. Wet Virginia: Blair
1
K.
Orlx, New
O.
Maryland;
Humpshlre.
Speakers Committee John II.
Champ
chairman.
Kansas.
Clark, vine chairman, MIksoiiiI, C. A.
Town,-- N w York, It. It. Glenn, North
Carolina; it. n. Tillman, South Cara
I. V l.ee Mount Cantil TViin.;
Join A I., tits, Ohio: Augustus Thoin- a- N
York, T. H. Alexander, ColoPennsylvania.
rado; Jere Black,
Henry Warren, Indiank; T.
HudW.
Duiipliv.
son..
Minnesota,
II.
WaahingtOn ; W. E, llaldemau. Kentucky; Thomas H. Dowd, New York,
Suy B. Jicker, Arkansas; J. A. Jennings. Fl'irlda: 8. P. Donnelly, Idaho;
R. D. Jones. Maryland; J. W. Ciugh-lln- .
Massachusetta; J. BlttCe Cramer.
Montana; John, K. Sundeilanil. Ne- vada; fV.'lttnm tíollina, North Dakota:
W
T Brady. Oklahoma. M. A Mil
K. Nebaker, Utah,
i hi: Frank
ler.
and J. I'. Burke, Vermont.
The
.airmen ,f the two commit-me- g
wU probably make thelt
in Chicago
for Chi- Chair an Muck left h
ago at ,:30 tonight.
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CAN

Itev.
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Meadow Gold Butter
the quality
its the best made in Kansas. 2 pounds 55c.

You knew

from Page I: Column

7.)

a HTIBIKD

7.

Mena

New

We have all grades and the
best is not too good for
your house.

ji

Native Grown

DO NOT FAIL TO SEE US

Potatoes

Oí

WAGNER HDW. CO
CENTRAL AND FOURTH

Department

thou--,.pd-

THE

TolophOM

ev-er-

With Ample Minus and t'nanrpaeeed Faclliliea.

The Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque
Extends to IeHl(oni Kery Proper Accommodation and Solicits Now
Capital, $150,000.00.
Ofltcers and Directora: Solomon Luna, Pre.
Ident; W. S. StrleUler. Vice President and Cashier; V. J. Johnson Assistant Cashier; Willlfim Mcintosh, George Arnot, J. C. Bnldridgc, A. M.' P.lack-wel- l,
O. E. Cromwell.

u.

PRESCRIPTIONS?
WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANVT
AVENOK.

III WEST CENTRAL

TELEPHONE 7M

oocoxooooo
ALBUQUERQUE

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WORKS
Eastabllsljcd 1881.
R. p. Hall, Proprietor.
Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars. Pulleys, Gratan.
1
Bars, Babbitt Metal. columns ana iron Fronts tor
Bulldlnca.
Repairs on Mining and Milling Machlneiy our Soeclaltv.
fonartry hjxn Hide o Railroad Track,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
T
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SUPERIOR

ftn-an- rl

CANADA

AND a o a h d i n

HARDWARE

v
Fresh from the ranch
day
some times
twice a day. Never an
egg over 24 hours old.
40c a dozen.

for

VISO

K V

SELECT YOUR OWN

Hargers Ranch Eggs

!;

j

au

Rtleet Aveajua.

IF SO

Jaffa

hotel.

il

J

V

Are You Building
a Home?

are selling is SWEET
free from worms and tender. 30c a dozen.
we

n

HITCHCOCK in si I. v
D1UBCTIVO M 'AV YORK FIGHT
New
Aug. fi. ( 'liairnian
York,
Frank H. Hitchcock of the republican
national committee spent last night
and practically all of today In Westchester county at the home of William I.. Ward, the member of the
committee (ragl New York. Mr. Ward
is a member of th,. executive coin
mlttee also and desired to talk with
earn- the chairman Concerning th,
paign work generally as well as the
republican nomination for governor
of New York.
Several Westchester county leaders
called at Mr Ward's home and late
today Mr. Hitchcock and Mr. Ward
made a trip over the County. Tonight the chairman received a number of political callers at the Man-

nullum

o.

i

The SWEET Corn

i

Virginia bar and experience the renewal of the old sensation of such
intercourse, mingled with the hogjri
tallty of old Virginia, makes my cup
run over."

(

,iu.

We

tin-ai-

Column 2.)

IN

,1,

t.

spot where tin- Zeppelin airship
8 lbs. for 25c. Try them
only two days ago tin master ,,l
now lies a hopeless wreck. WOttid
for boiling and see the
have a saddening and depressing efdifference.
fect upon any OTIC who had witnessed
the majestic llight of what was once
tinmost perfect balloon yet constructed.
inly a narrow streak
of lim ned
Bakery
grass marks the spot where the air
ship made Its descent yesterday morn-Ginger squares, 5c each.
ing. Some ol the delicate and comCream Puffs 30c a dozen
plicated machinery seems to be still
perfectly tood and even the instruSpiced Cup Cakes, 15c
ments for the taking of photographic
a dozen.
views during lllghts escaped destruction In the explosion. The ground,
Of course you tried those
however, I littered with remnants of
Almond Coffee Cakes, 10c
ball' burned balloon cloth and splint- its of wood and aluminum.
Today, German Cinnamon
CloaO by is the trunk of a tree spilt
Cake, 10c. Add one to
to the roots.
Io tins tlie airship was
tied when the catastrophe occurred,
your order.
only one of the machinists who witnessed the explosion yesterday could
be found at the scene today. He said
the disaster was Inexplalnable, Neither
motor was working at tlie time and
The
Grocery Co.
there was neither light nor tire anywhere near the balloon.
Good Ttllinj to Eat.
Is assumed that the strong conMat! Order Filled Sam
as
cussion to which the airship was subjected by the whirlwind cuused the
Reooteed.
self ignition of the hydrogen gas. '
Home of the eye witnesses arc Inclined to blame the military authorities for the los Of the ship. It acema ARMY VETERANS
MAKE
lhat when the whirlw Inflfcamc aweep-- i
iijt oxer the field hundreds of people
GOOD IN LONG HIKE,
rushed on the cordons of soldiers
oioninted be the desire to hold the
fHri rr'ri,n'i,i''
Aug. fi. Seven army
airship to the ground hy the guv rope
but the oflici is irave orders that the officers from the Preeldio ami Benlcla
crowd be driven hack and not per- - h"ve lho rullk of captain tmlay
A r,.w
last section of
minuta I hed the third
miltrl to annrnaeh
I
"hike" In President Roosevelt's
li ter the linee hndv struck th,. venunA thdlr
llfty-mil- e
walking tent to Antermlltej
With lull lore.- ami the explosion oe-i C.
Zeppelin w ill soon have mil- their efficient and physical tltnosH to1
The veterans,1
lions for hi work, where in the past remain In the aervlce.
the majority of them Hearing the
s
he has had only a hundred of
at his command and a stronger throe score mark, arrived at the gen-erhospital early In the afternoon
and belter Phoenix soon will arise
from the ashes on the desolate Held ftfter covering twelve miles and un- derwent an examination.
All
were
of Kchterdingcii.
diclared to be in exeelh-n- t
physical
condition after their three days' walk.i
TO MARK spot w HKRS
The senior officer, Col. John L.
DISASTER OCCURRED
Demarent, Aug. (.The government Klein, enllxted In the army at the age
of Hesse has decided to erect a com- ni in years ami is referred tu In the
memorative stone at the cene of the histories of the civil war as the
"drummer boy of Shlloh."
disaster to Count Zeppelin's airship.
Besides Col. Klem, the party was
componed of '!. George h. Toraey,
Col. Adam Slaker. Col. (J. I,. Anderson, Major W. A. Uethel. Major J.
i
i
i niLU M. Kennedy and Col. J. Walter
tin-

FINOS NEED OF REFORM
IN JUDICIAL SYSTEM

AMERICÍÑSTOBREAK

uiiik,

Eat.
tii-i- tl

the

STItONtiKIt AM) HiriTKK SHIP
TO REP LACK itl'lNKD CRAFT

Davis. Deliver.
The supremo lodge of Pythian slaters elected tin- following pfficera;
Supreme ohiei. Mis Nellie Meriiam.
Muskogee.
Okla.; 'supreme senior.
Mrs. Sarah I. ctton. eWatherford,
Texas; supreme Junior. Mrs. Ida M.
Johnson. Central City, Colo.; supreme
manager. Mrs. Cora M. Davis. Cnion.
Ore.

Coul linicil from Patrc

indicate

that exists

I auk I
j,, i.,.
,1,,. ,vm
1.,,.. ,.r
...
... Htm
Ffa b

9nnnlln,,.

(re-lecte-

GREAT STRIKE

SERIOUSLY ILL

single mark. which
widespread sympathy

DeWltte C.
.1
supreme keeper
Cobb. Salem.
of records and seal, R. U White,
supreme masNashville,
ter of exchequer, Thomas D. Mentes.
; suWilmington. N. C
preme master at arms, Samuel P. Davis. Oklahoma; supreme inner guard.
Powers.
Quebec; .suK. A. Allison
preme outer guard. William D. Camarín, Meridan. Miss ; board of Insurance control for lx years, fj, S. O.
Cherry, Sioux Falla, s. p ami C. R

hattan

GIBBONS

Good Things to

n,ii'u,

ow-:

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

Grocery Co.

(Br Mareta Journal gawetal Lease Wire.) (Bj MornlDg Journal ftparlal Leased Wire.)
Boston. Aug.
With the election
Berlin. Aug. 6. A national commitof their officers today the aupreme tee haa been formed at Stuttgart unlodge of the Knights of Pythias closed der the presidency of
Prince von
the most Important business session of
nbornugh to raise a pubtheir Contention, The Pythian sisters lic sulMCriptlon for Count Zeppelin.
also elected officers and exemplified Already more than $75,000 has been
the secret work of the order. The uni- raised and the promise received each
form rank devoted such of the day as double this amount.
wa free from rain to competitive drill
The subscription list of the Berlin
on Franklin field for the j in. hum , ash bONTM totals over $25,000.
Senator
prize offered. Announcement of the Pooaehcl. of Lubeck, and the Ksaen
award will be made Saturday. To- Mine company, each have given a
morrow the convention
will decide similar sum and an anonymous subUpon It next meeting place. Several scriber to the fund at Heidelhurg has
cities are Hnxlous for the gathering.
contributed $5.000. The total of the
Henry P. Browne,
of Cleburne. list which is being circulated at
Texas, was elected supreme chancellor Cologne has reached $8.500 of which
without contest, hi; having served as amount the city council voted $2.500.
vice chancellor the pnst year.
From every city In the empire comes
(leorge W. KaiiKon. Of Calais. Me., i,,,
in op, ,,,
nil, hi ,, ,,,,
wa choen vice chunccllor.
subscription list lor Count Zeppelin
Tin result of the elections In addi all of which arc rapidly filling up
tion to the officers named was as foll- with sum ranging from $2.500 to a

(

ALBUQUERQUE.
NEW MEXICO
Capital and Surplus, $100.000.00

THE JAFFA
COUNT ZEPPELIN

Supreme prelate.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

MONEY POURS III ON

Selection of Next Year's Con- Patriotic Germans Determined
vention City Only Important Thát Airship Inventor Shall
Work Left for the Supreme
Have Plenty of Funds to ReLodge.
place Ruined Craft,

e

1908.
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CtlMMiriKKS

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7,

Buffalo, Aug.
Chairman Norman
K. Mack, of the national democratic

ANXIOUS.

Commoner Has a
Chance Than Ever
land Had,

and Bryanlam forever." Mr Bryan
acoued Mr. Van Cleave of hering a
narrow Idea of what conatltutea a
busineaa man. and enters Into an elaborate defense of hia policies.
I HA I UMAX MACK
i MIVK.

POLL VOTERS

COLONEL

-

-

,

LUMBER & MILL CO.
llll!lf!ill!!l!i!lill!!lilllll!l!IIIM

I

Maniiliu luicis of Sash, Doom, Mouldings, He
DEALERS IN LUMBER, LATH AND SHINGLES.
WHOLESALE GLASS.
i.der the Viaihict.
Albuquerque,

X. M.

OQQoooooooooooooooooooo

I

FRENCH FEMALE

-

PILLS.

Sin, C. ni Bruit lor Svfpriuki.
nmr mown
t fail. s.m ,.i
Hints tlurwipil or Mortfr tassMi
fir $1.00
(kSBSB
.
A

I

HiffvnRr.TKo..

liona have stayed by their agreements
s.t,..
i Smu,r pr.n.M
and a feeling of mutual i onfldence
Will tend
Irld.to U paM far
Then
Sample
rrrlleFefl.
Krtw.
If Ttar dnif (Irt du oat
htrc them .rod joar orden to the
Vener, ble Piince of Roman holds between th, railway rómpanle
anil their operating employes.
USITIO MIOICSU CO., o T. UHOHSTts. P..
The pickets reported that three carWhile on
Chu: :h Sticken
R
loads of men from the slates, about
Sold In Albuquerque by J. H. OHIelly.
.'mi
in
now
all. are
at the roundhouse,
Visil to taly; Hope Held Out
having been taken In ecretly In lock-eems
R earrel waa axnreaaed by the
for ecovery,
men tonight that
An advertisement In the Cías- - o
Vice
President
CLEW TO IDENTITY
MAKE GOOD
Whyte had gone to the west coast of
slfled Columna of the Morning o
H
Mui lac ,l..n,al Hacelsl LmuhmI Wlr.
Vancouver Island and will not be here
Journal
will probably rent o
OF
MURDER
VICTIM
S.
Aug
The condition of for two weeks, leaving
Poní'
those vacant rooms within the o
the strike In
Cardim fllhhOM "ho was taken ill the hands Of his assistant. Ceneral
next twenty-fou- r
o
hours.
VVednci lay at Castle (andullo
and Manager .1 I) Purey of the western Matin
New York. Aug.
Thai the chaiFined and Ordered to
to ughl to Mom,- In order tnui lines.
w'h
P. W. DANNENFETSER,
red body of a young woman found on
THE
he mil it he treated for an Intestinal
a refuse dump In Omen Point ,a week POPULA II BARBER, HAS TAKEN
Word reached here tonight that the.
Publish
Retraction
of
Graft
CfIAR(.E
in better this evening.
OF THE TEK8IER SHOP.
The
dlHorde
ago may be that of Anne Herlvul. a
MiiaoiHii sracinc com atorenotaae was
FRED HAVINÍÍ TAKEN A POST
model ated lonay niirneii al .North Hay. Out
have
&
Internal simptom
Charges Against French Detroit stenographer, who came
At
here
f.RADCATE
COURSE IN THE ART ill very,
somewhat, hi headache
lea vlo noon today at Kenrao. ont.. a
seeking work. Is the Intent police the- CAN NOW SATISFY THE MOST
Food nnd Sale Stables. Firm-clas- s
Cabinet Officer,
lent and hi temperature has fallen to
point east of here, a locomotive
ory. Her patents la Detroit have never FAFTIDIOU8.
Turnouts at reasonable rateo.
100 degree.
was run Into a turntable pit. and it
heard from Miss Herlval since she
Telephone S.
N. Second St.
I
afdl r
The attending physician h
claimed that the act was done by Hf Mnrnlns Juurnsl BmcísI tossed Wlr. reached this city a fortnight ago and
IF YOn ARE IN NEED OF ANY
ed the American prelate to take i one of the Htrlking shopmen. The,
Agin. Franci'. Aug.
descriptions
IN
THING
DAINTY
THE GROCERY
The Asslr.es the
and photographs of
loiuplete res'. Hiid ha put htm on a hostler had brought the locomotive eottrt
today londeniued
the the pieces of clothing and the body i im: yoc can always find
thAT
corieidera
He
G.
diet.
F.
atta
of
out
Co.,
A
shop
PRATT
the
It
214 SOUTH
iiiuid
and
had been turn- Matin to pay a flOO line, $10. lead them to believe that It Is that of
Try a Morning Journal Want!
SECOND.
due to fruit eaten by the , ardiñal and ed over to the engineer. wbo had nun damages and to publish two their daughter.
It is expected that
eineota that the nine noon win b placed it on a siding In readiness to hundred times the court's Judg- some one will enmn rrom Detroit to
Journal Want Ads Get Results
Window frames, lt.73. Albuquerque
overcome He said that Cardinal (lib take It out on an oasthoiind train ment In the libel milt brought by try to Identify the body.
Planing
Mill.
bona felt o much h, tier tonight that While the engineer wa absent for n It, Ohaumle, former
minister of Justhe prelate hoped to he able Satin few minutes r tllr shop gelling some. tice, against the paper. The Matin. It
thing
which
Uoyle,
rec
to
he
had
forgotten, tome was charged, repentedly accused M.
dav
uciompanv Futhet
tor of the apowtolli mission house at one sneaked up to he engine and
liHiimle ol providing sinecures for
Opened
the throttle. The aiding, lend relatives
fVaahlngtOg, on a visit to the popí
nnd friends at the public's
who w labes to peak
with Father ing io tne turntable, was open ami ape nse.
Doyle again concerning the ntltu the engine ran Into the p. The
The writer oí the article complainwrecking crew waa ordered out a
In charge.
Hon of which he
with
ed of, who was a
It
once.
picked
up
HI
the disabled en- the newspaper, was acquitted.
holiness when he learned oT
the Indisposition of the , srdlnal. ex gine and placed It hack on the track
The case was a memorable one on
malntalng
Its train
his sorrow and the hope that the company
I,,.
account of Its length and the legal
lie would soon recover
He sent Car service
questions ft Involved. The Matin raisdlnal Vlihhona hi sympathy and asked
ed the question of the competency of
I
l
l
l,.s BEXV IMEMUlN
to la eonstanlly Infoiuied aa to his
it
he Agnn court to deal with the case
Monalgnor
OP EMPLOYING IAPANRHE and
condition
Farley, archafter requested appeals the subishop of New York, vlilted Cardinal
Vancouver. Auf.
Canadian
preme court decided against the Matin
railway offlelsls decline to mskf which then
flllihon late this evening and found
withdrew all Its charges of
my statement ragnrdlng the strike of alleged
him much relieved.
DEPOSITORY A. T. & S. F. RAILROAD CO.
grafting against the minister
machinists and car repairers, but the and presented no
defense.
rumor tlmi Japanese are to he used as
FALLIERES DECLINES TO
strike
here is without foim- REPORT OF CONDITION MAY H, 1901.
MEET KAISER YILHELM dntlon. The Japanese hei ,, ,,. aÑ FIRE VICTIMS RETURN
iert mschlnlslM. A number of white
TO FLAME SWEPT HOMES
men were at work In the shops at
aUBofTatcn.
- The Dally TeleLondon. Aug
uumarímL
tending
lo necessary work on loco
graph correspondent at Copenhagen
Vancouver, H. C. Aug.
(.onus and Discounts
$1,635,118.67
There
motives.
Capltni
$ 200,000.00
that he leame from a high
The trlki-are orderly and are were no new developments In the fire
Bonds,
89,836.22
Surplus
securities
that th. Fr. nch government keeping
and
real
and
,
eslate
Profits
62,591.91
Consway from the shops. All situation at Zlk Valley today
politely reftwed Kmperor William
308.000.00 Circulation
ditions are gradually Improving and
Government Bonds
,
200 000.00
propoeal to meet President Falliere trains are arriving snd departing on people are
returning to the ecene of
( ash on hand and In banks . .
929,433.69 Depoolt
In the Baltic ea while the president time
2,499,796.67
their former homes.
are
Permits
wa returning from flevel, where he
granted at Fernle to erect temporary
recently met Ben peror Nlcholna,
Journal Want Ads Get Results wooden buildings to be replaced with
Cash resources
1,237,433.69
brick In ten months. People nre beHuMmt Plant llurn.
ing supplied with ill necessities and
Etiaabeth. N. J . Aug
The plant Journal Want Ads Get Results nan I tart conditions sre good ns the
$2,962,388.51
of the Jenkins Hubber inmpHiiv wae
$2,962,388.11
result of constant iirvelllnnce. The
practically deetrnyed by fire today,
Is dimitió h lug In Intensity
forest
fire
causing a toe of $100. oOo.
Journal Want Ads Get Results and Is now not near nn settlement.
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Words of Praiss

I

For the aeveral Ingredients of which TH.
Pierce's medicines are composed, as given
br leaders In all the aeveral chooli 0!
medicine, should have far mora weight
than any amount of
testimonials. Dr. Pierce's Favorite l'retrrip-liohas thk nanaa or honks y on every

n

In a full list or all IU
grediente printed In plain English.
bottle-wrappe-

r,

in-

dlitrjA

In stomach, periodical pains,

dlwgredlble, catarrhal, pelvic drain,
dragglnydown distress In lower abdomen
or pelvM. perhap dark spots or specks
dancing before the eres, faint spells and
klndfcds) matom caused by female weak-nh derangement of the feminine
organs. V can not do better than take
Vr. I'lerei Favorite Prescription.
The hésAltal, surgeon's knife and operating tabWroay be avoided by the timely
nse of H ivnrlie Prescription' in such
case, inerepy ins oonoiioul eiam
aiiqn

e,

ot

myician tan

i

tours e oi sncccssiui treatment

foty 'r'evorlU

ht

flDtlon ! composed of the verv
native medicinal roots known to njedlcal
Wence for the cure of woman's peculiar
límente, contains no alcohol and no
8 armful or
drug.
Do not eipect too much from Favorite
will
not perform mira-ClePrenerlptlon; "It
It will not disolve or cure tumors.
No medicine will. It will do aa much to
establish vlgoroua health In moat weak- r taaaa n.i ailments peculiarly Incident to
women aa any medicine can It must bo
given a fair chance by perseverance In lia
u'efora renew lain" length of tl
I

re-- ,

habit-formin-

I

dlvl-IQJt-

.

.

If yau are an invalid women end suffer
from frequent headache, backache, gnaw-

ing

W. L. Trimble

.

g

g;

it

ln-r-

-
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IreTnelUd to coniult Dr.
All corraanond
Plenn.br letter
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 7,

ATTEND THE GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS CO.'s
'

X

Great Cash Temptation Sale
in the fourth and the locals tied it up

the ninth.
K. H. R.
Score
Chicago .000 000 001 000 1 2 7 2
7
3
Boston .000 100 000 000
Butteries:
White and Sullivan;
Cicotte and Criger.
In

ATTEND THE GOLDEN
RULE DRY GOODS CO.

1

SCOR E BRITISH FOR

01

Great Temptation Sale

was taken oft
suddenly shout "Go."
my feet almost.
"1 saw Hulmay.
the Hungarian
cruck, hit the water and disappear.
1 was only taking off my sweater.
I
They were
looked at the officials.
There was no time t.. argue
plunged into the water alter
and
Hulmay.
over
"It was a hard tussle but
took him and won the race. My kick
would only have added one more to
the general grievances of our boys and
I
reiralned. They were the poorest
''"n''U(-'tl''- )
'eg i ever attended."

i

UNFAIRNESS

BALL

SPECIAL FOR
SATURDAY, AUGUST 8.

50 New Jumper Suits on
sale at

Sioux City

010 000 001 2
000 0S0 200 7
Kurchner, McKay

Omaha
Batteries:
Sheu; Khudrs and Lebrand.

$2.50 Each
50 pieces Fine Lawns and
Batistes on sale at

7

2

8

1

ami

one-hand-

I

...100

Des Moines

000 100

2

Batteries: Johnson and
Wltheiup and Weignrt.

4

1

Zinran:

Denver 15: Pueblo 7.
Pueblo, Aug. 6. In u seesaw game
full of heavy hitting Denver won the
I
Ml game of the series on a great

BASEBALL

finish.

or

STANDING

National league.
Woo

Pittsburg
New York

Chicago
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Boston
Brooklyn
St. Louis

.

.

.

.87

4

.554

49

SO

ii

54

.45 Louisville
.43

H

.coo

40

583

68

'

63

At Toledo Toledo 13: Columbus I.
Indianapolis-- - Indianapolis
I!
At

.

43
44

i

Ü9

32

(S

,Jj8
.5rl
479
.4fi9
.37

4

f.2

8.

At Milwauke.376
City 8.
sas
.337

Won. Lost I'.t
0
.filü
:i9
,808
0
54
54
45
46

ASSOCIATION.

AMERICAN

c

Detroit
St. Louis
Cleveland
Chicago
Philadelphia
Boston
Washington
New York
.

Mitz.

P.C

53
$7
56
'

85
32

American

Lost

e-

Milwaukee

Won. l ost w,n
,U4
41
M

Omaha

2:

Kan-

Arctic Wluiler Mission.
fan Francisco. Aug 6. A letter re- celved In this city toduy from one ot
the whalers now In the Arctic says
that though a thorough search has
been made for the missing gasoline
'schooner Olga, no trace of her has
been found. When last seen, in Oc
d
tober. I Hi7. she was far to the
of Hcnmel Island, heading for
sen.
the
Conditions In the Arctic are reported to be very bad this year.
eust-war-

d

Western League.

.57

Lincoln
Denver
Pueblo

44
47
54
69
65

I

.548

X

St.

Iiuls 2: Brooklyn

0.

A doubleheader
Brooklyn. Aug.
was on today's program for the
Brooklyn and St. Louts teams but rain
Interfered and after sly innings tne
game was canea on who mo
Lush
Louis.
2 to 0 In favor of St
game for St Louis.
Ditched a no-h- lt
The second game was postponed. E-R'
Score
0
3
002 0002
St. Louis
000 0000 0 II
Brooklyn
Batteries: Lush and Bliss; Bell and
Bergen.

íKSr

.

k"

Pittsburg

t:

Boston

IMdse

I

1.

Pltsburg won from
I
by batting Llndu- A double-- :
man and Boulte hard.
rain pre-- 1
but
scheduled
was
header
game.
vented the second
Rw K
Score
000 -- I 10 t,
. . .330 300
Pittsburg
s
1
4
o
010
Boston
and
Leever
Muddox.
Batteries:
,
tllbson; Llndaman. Boultes and Ora-ham.
Boston, Aug. 6.
to
Boaton today

.

ft: New York 0.
New York. Aug. 6 Cincinnati shut)
out the locals today R to 0. The fleld
rliK-liiual-

l

muddy after a violent thunderstorm. Spade was very effective.H
R
Score
o
ooa
. .001
Cincinnati
000 U0O U0 -- 0 i I
New York
Batteries: Spade and Schlel: Me
(llnnlty. Ames and Bresnahan.
Was

.

r.

.

Chicago a: Boston 1.
Chicago. Aur .Chicago won a
.pectarular II inning game from Boston today I to I. Hnhn drove SidM
sn In wltn the winning run after the
lat'er had hit safelv i n" been HcH
fljtd ah al by Davis. Boston s.ored

All

Get in

504

N.

R. W. D. BRYAN

Attorney at Law
Office In First National Bank building
Albuquerque, N. M.

FIRST ST

OPEN DAILY

Lime-

PHYSICIANS AND

ST.

-

I

sl'ROi:NS.

ST

Physician and
6 and 8. N T. Armljo bulld- lng. Albuquerque, N, M.
DBS. SHADRACH & TUL
Practice Limiten
Kye, Eur, Nose and Throat
Oculist and Aurlst for Ban ta Fe Coast
Lines.
Office State National Bank
Building. Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 130
Rooms

VINCENT'S

ACADEMY

af-fe-

to

m.

5 p.

HOMEOPATHS.
DRS. HRONSON

& BRONSON

Homeopathic
Physicians and Surgeons.
Over
ton's Drug Store. Phones: Office 628: residence, 1058. Albuquer- que. N. M.

DENTISTS.
KRAFT
Dental Surgeon.
RoOmi
Harnett building. Phone
744. Appointments made by mall.
'
t'HAS A. KLLF.R
Dentist.
Room 14 N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Phones 8CÜ and 1025. Albuquerqus,
OH. J. K.

DIARRHOEA

I

New Mexico.

Engagements Made hy Mall
ASSAY KRS.
W. J KNKS

Assayer.
Minlnir and Mctallurslcnl Knsineer.
60 West Fruit ;iv nue. Postoffice Box
178, or at office of F. H. Kent,
113

South Third street.
CIVIL ENOINEEW8.

PITT ROHS

County Surveyor.
Attorney before V,. S Ijind Department. Land Scrip for sale. Civil
engineering. Hold avenue, opposite
Morning Journal office.

se-er-

I

i

11

winners,

.

--

rita a osomist
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IM"

Beginning today hacks will be furby Oa bey's hack line at all
hourl of the day and night. Prompt
Telephon
itnd satisfactory service.
188 or 186.
nished

A

THE ECONOMIST
ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRV OOODS HOUSE.

99c

K

HOOD8,

MIM.INOT

AND WOMTSNH

PHONE ORDERS FILLED PHOMPTLT.

BKAT-TO-WKA-

R

GARMENT KXCXjI'SIVCLT.
FIIJoKD PKOMPTLT.

MAN, ORDERS

Shot

full line of Loaded

Gun Slfells at Mcintosh Hardware Co.'s.

Journal Want Ads Get Results!

"TOMMUM

IHHaMaasaflHffi

HH

n

ii

11

I

of Integrity.

It. L. H

MMMW(IMM

s,

Tills Mark si.mil

SPECIAL

fur

DEPL
Hat brooches. Veil Pins.
supports,
Belt
Collar
Bead chains.
buckles.
Bracelets, etc., Worth up
to 7rC. Special

25c

I

MdSn.

of 1atesr

are determined that all summer ooods must move, we positively shall not carry over any of this season's merchandise, and therefore will inaugurate a series of special sales
for each and every day during the mfnth of August, or until every dollar's worth of our well selected stock of summer merchandise has been moved to make room for our fall and
winter stock now being selected by cáir buyer in the eastern markets. Our reputation is so well established that our friends and patrons know full well that when we advertise goods
at special bargains they are sure to find that we have made no empty promises. Our show windows shall be our medium of reaching the public, and for each and every day during
the month of August we shall have a different special displayed in our show windows, good for that day only, and with prices cut to the very lowest notch. We stand behind every
sale made in our establishment, aiti realize that a pleased customer is our biggest asset. The economical buyer will find that money can easily be saved simply by watching
the windows of the THE EC0N0MBT. Each day shall furnish its share toward making the loosening of your "purse strings" a pleasure.
We

One - of - a - Kijid Sale

f

Final Closing of Summer Millinery

We luve selected all wash dresses
and aula, where there Is only one of

Watch Our

a kind left and have removed them
from stick to Special Sale Racks. The
assortment Is made up of the season's
Best Stfles, from the Dainty Mercerised Pmiccss Dresses to the nobby
and stilsh coat suits, and In ull the
decree.
colors Tof Dame Fashion's
These iarments sold at prices ranging
from 1.50 to $25, and have been
placed Ion sale for Final Clearance at
one-halltth r
actual value.
We have lot numbered these garments lor. your easy choosing us fol- -

Show Windows

Friday Offering
pieces of Cheviots, checked and plaid Suitings, Just the thing
that will appeal to the thrifty buyer for children's school dressSeparate Skirts, etc.
es, Suits or Dresses for Women's Wear
These materials are worth up to 36 cents.
50

-

Worth, to
worth to
worth to
worth to
Ivorth to
worth to
worth to
.vorth to
Aorth to
Lot 9, ivorth to

81.50 at

08c

$2.i0, at

Sl.tK

$3.50. at
$5.00, at
$7.50, at
$8.00, at
$10.00. at
$13.50, at,
$15.00, at
$82.50. at

S'J.OH

$:i.8
81.DH

.VH

T.H
.

th.Ott

$9.M

Extra Special, 14c a yd.

HI.IMI

This week we will hell our lines
Milliof spring and summer
nery at this rate of discount:
$8.00 trimmed hats for... $8.08
$10.00 trimmed huts for. .$3.98
$20.00 trimmed hsts for. .$)8.8
At the above rates many women
In
a
can afford to Indulge
change of headwear and th."
trimmings, at the end of the
peason, will be worth all that the
hat has cost.
DMHItOlllKRIKS 19C.
A clean up sale of a few thousand yards of Embroideries loft
from our season's selling. These
embroideries are on the best
quality of cloth, swlsa, cambric
and nainsook. In hundreds of
designs and patterna, in all
widths of edges and Insertions
up to 18 Inches wide, all cut In
lengths of 2H io t rarda. All
on aaie oMndar by the length,
per yardf
:t.V

lo

1 Í

WATCH OUR SHOW WINDOWS
4KONlIM--

l

j

(Week Eftdlnc August g, ItM.)

I
H

NOTION

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACTS

LEACH' E.

J
Cleveland 6: Washington I.
was,
Falkenburg
$.
Aug.
Cleveland.
,
ffertlve against his former team-defeated
mates today and Clereland
to 1. Cleveland now
Washington
straight victories
seven
has taken
four from New York and three from
Washington.
R M
Scor- e0
Cleveland . . . lío onil OOx 6 8 3
000
00
.
1001
Washington
and N
Falkenburg
Batteries:
Clarke: Johnson and Kahoe.

Men Will

.wiu.

lf

AMERICAN

and Lawyers and
Bank Clerks and insurance

i

-

1

'

SWIMMING POOL

Doctors

"Our treatment by other nations'
light Saturday Afternoon,
representatives were friendly. We can
TEN TO TEN
not say that for England. After the
There hns been a considerable Iml
Morals Journul
t.ih Wlrr open Insult to our tiHg in the stuudluni
44M HHM
New York, Aug. 6. Criticism of the we could not feel very kindly towaid provement in the various cases of cold
conduct of the Olympic games in Lon the Englishmen. . The tug of war In-- I feet existing among the professional
cldent was only the '.leglnnlng of n
don was freely given today by Ray C. loni line of affronts which culminated men of the Ity who have entered the
amateur baseball series which bus
Kwry. the New York Athletic club;ln the attempt to rob Hayw of the tieeti In progress
for some time past
broad Jumper, and C. M. Daniels, the Marathon.
As a result It has been arranged to
"A constant attempt on their part have a double-heade- r
game at Trac- swimmer, both of whom arrived from
to do' us," said Kwiy, "wus evident. tlon park Saturday afternoon.
Thei
r
Liverpool on the steamer Adarltlc
The pulling of the Italian over the f ourtplasters of the legal fraternity
games.
in
having participated
the
line In the Marathon race was an out- and the Mlcrohes, or physicians, have'
rageous piece of work. That It was hecn able to get together and will
"The Englishmen treated us tine
Boarding and Day School
declared Daniels, who Is the done is shown plainly In the picture play a spectacular game beginning at
For Young Ladies
2 o'clock Saturday afternoon.
world's champion swimming sprinter. bi the view now on exhllhtioi, "
If the
and Misses.
grounds are in tit condition after this
"In fact they were anxious to treat
us u little too fine for athletes.
struggle the Pen Pushers, or hank
VICTIM Or RUNAWAY
In
of Sisters of
charge
clerks, and the Village Pests who do
"We were Invited to tea aid dinFor
Charity.
particulars,
event.
When
the
murance
side,
will1
ACCIULNI SUCCUMBS!3"
ners before and after
business on the
engage In a battle royal. All of these;
the boys politely declined to eat or
Superior,
Sister
address
teams have gotten well limbered up
drink, dozens of young Englishmen
Diego.
San
Aug.
Cal..
Sixth and New York Ave.,
a
nf tn muny Kam,.a p,m,
came to our quarters and ridded us
Cooke,
well
known landscape
th(, Runimr .,,, tnpr , PV.
for not being sociable. We bad every architect the
Albuquerque, New Mex- drnR
and associated with Samuel
, Mu.x. ,ha, s.ttlmlay
reason 10 drop our condition quickly
P '
uf N,w Yl,rk'"''y; afternoon will see some of the most:
ir we had accepted their hospitality.
v,.in i,..Knii .....i- - ..i,ns...i
"Aa nthleteu we were treated 'rot at the "Willows." a summer resort in
tht" mountains near Alpine, as the r.
the Traction park diamond.
ten.' 'Rotten' does not even xpress
01 an aeciaent several days ago.
the sentiments of the American. You sun Cooke,
Mr.
who was chief engineer for
ONLY ONE "BEST"
appreciate
the
half
over here cannot
difficulties we are up nghlrat. That the San Diego city and county boulewas
driving Alliuquerqm People (Jive Crclt where
commissions.
Marathon was the worst athletic of- vard
Credit Is Due.
the country when an accident
fense possible. The Italian was drag- through
ged to his feet and almostycarried over to the harnesa resulted in dropping
People of Albuquerque who suffer
the wagon pole and frightening the with sick kidneys and bad backs want
the line.
There Is no need of amone sufHe was thrown out ot the a kidney remedy that can be depended
"Of course the defeats In the en- horses.
fering long with this disease, for
wagon
a
Kidney
Is
fell
Muff
down
over
Upon.
and
best
Doan's
The
tilts
durance runs were a sor thing to the
to effect u quick cure It Is only
(Us- - fills, a medicine for the kidneys only,!
high,
breaking
llvi
feet
and
ribs
English but their conduct was Inexnecessary to lake a few doses of
pure
roots
herbs,
and
made
and
from
w
a
cusable. We had much better treat- locating shoulder. He lay here he the only one that Is backed by cures,
ment in Athens. The British showed fell for several hours before being dis- in Albuquerque, Here's Albuquerque!
Chamberlain's GoltcGhol-er- a
their disappointment had jealousy at covered. One of the "broken rlhs testlm ony:
punctured
lung
the
and
tissue
this
Wtn. Banqttlnstte, living at 4K N.
was In the grund stand
nil times.
and Diarrhoea Remedy
w,.rt,iwlth the exposure, resulted in pneu Sixth St., Albuquerque, N. M.. says:
runners
when thu Marathon
"My
motila,
of
wife suffered a great deal from
which he died.
coming, and the women on all sides
pains In her hack, which became se-- 1
In fact, In most OMW one dose l
were exclaiming: 'I hope It Isn't a
vere when she brought even a slight
sufficient. It never fails and can
ORDINARY
BETS
NOT
a
Yankee.'
Yankee. Anything but
strain on the muscles of the hack.
c
be relied pipón i I'"' most
"The English started the IHlpleH
AW Some three years ago she w is advised
Vlfll ATIDNI DP
and dangerous cases. It Is
UM Doan's Kidney Pills and pro- antijess and sept It up. We were sorry
equally valuable for children
They
cured a box.
afforded her
they did this for England Is the n il
and Is the means of saving the
quick
genuine
and
relief
and
from
set
Aug.
might
New
to
York
making
sports
and
The
of
of
home
lives of many children each year
on
Rh''
to
them
!,hut
"PPealed
lln,V
good
are
They
bet
distinguished
ordlnarv
an
as
higher standard.
from :as orcuslon might require
alwnvs
and
In the world' history no medithe practice of betting, all comers was obtlllneu tne nlos, miMu.lory
but bad losers.
has ever met with greater
cine
"Personally I had a kick, but what declared by Judge Oaynor of the su- - We
Is
nothing
convinced that there
success.
was the use of making one when I Ireme court toduy to be not a crime. more effective for disordered kidneys
was that agnlnst Oeorge'thnn Doan's Kidney Pills."
In every contest n The case
bent my man.
Price 25c. Large Size 50c.
by all dealers. Price r.O
A trainSterling, who was aecused rf violating
preparatory signal Is given
'or sale
Foster-Mllhuo.,
cents.
1,
nútralo.
leijjh
1st
new
nfl.MmMlM
hv .oil,,,
to know the words the
ed athlete
sole ugents for the ( nlted
was a basket of golf balls on the result SlTLj
Oct ready' a a soldier does.
standing on he plutform Just before of a golf game In Nassau county, i' Remember the name- - Doan's and
Try a Morning Journal Want!
my big rneet when I heard un official Long Islnnd.
take no other.

SPECIAL

.

,

i i

Returning
AtnieieS.
Come Back With Tale
'
Woe Concerning
refitment
in London,

FINE ANGORA OOATB.
have 7,000 registered and hlgh-ffraAngora Bucks, Does and Kids
5
.4". for sale. Prices reasonable. Will sell
.4 22 any number to
43
suit the buyer. These
37
goats are food heavy shearers and
Des Moines
Com
will bear critical Inspection.
and see them or write what vou want
STANDING OF THE TEAMSD-.
M. R. McCRORY, M.'
San Marcial N M
Philadelphia Takes Two tianuw.
Philadelphia. Aug. 8. Chicago hst:j;
i
both games of a doubleheader hen
this afternoon. In each game Phila- flMLi'MaHB0Ha
delphia made timely hits and took ad
vantage of their Deponent s errors.
S
RH. R
First game
This Mark Stands for
r. 10
003
nio
001
Chicago
Philadelphia . .002 032 00x 7 6 1
Overall. Lundgren and;
Batteries:
TABLE DAMASK
Klink: Sparks and Dooln.
HH. E.
heavy
Extra
Second game
oon uiu if o
bleached linen table daChicago
mask, In eight good
.080 002 OOx Philadelphia
Ruelbaeh and Moren;
regularly $1.86 kr
Batteries:
yard, at
Foxen and Dooln. 60

Sioux City

.

i

W. WILSON

Attorney at Law
Collection Made. New State National
Bank Bldg., Albuquerque, N. M.

IN THK

I

ly
UiyiYipiail

CARDS

ATTORNEYS.

JfUN

eorge

H. H. K.
Score
000 Oil 1551 12 2
Denver
9
I
40 000 300 - 7
Puehlo
Batteries: Olmstead. Adams and
McDonough: James, Fitzgerald and

THK TEAMS,

PROFESSIONAL

TAKE A
PLUNGE

MiMt-la-

Lincoln 3; lcs Moines 2.
Lincoln, Aug. 6. The locals de-- 1
feated Des Moines 3 to 2 In a thrilling
ninth Inning rally. The lieldltig fen-- i
by
ture was a
catch
Davidson, the greatest outfield play
pulled off In Lincoln in years.
Score
R. H. K.
000 000 0033 4 1
Lincoln

5c Yard
MAJOR

-

Omaha 7: Sioux Cltv 2.
Sioux Gitjr, Aug. 6. nmahu split!
even on the four gam
with Sioux
City by taking today's contest 7 to 1.1
Score
R. H, K.
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FOR JUDGE

the party tn thin county. were repub-- 1
llcanx ttrxt. last and all the timo: that
i(ilfirunfi.a in unlntmi mitfhl f . i m . .u
exist, hut when the time for action
BUN the party wax always united, always In the forefront for the welfare
of the whole people, alwayii to in
relied upon to do the best thing for
the real advancement of the entire
country
He said he would use all
honorable m.ans to kjksoma the nominee of the republican party Of New
Mexico for the office of delegate to

congre. but

MANN
REPUBLICANS
IN

Delegates

SOLIDLY

the convention with the fact that II
no mistake in its resolution
to stand by Judge Mann.
The ap
plause wax loud and long and the

FAVOR OF JURIST had made

his few

Instructed to Work

Líí
gates.
remarks to the
It wax In every sense of the word a
harmonioux and enthusiastic convention, the entile business before It being accomplished In about two hours.

and Vote For Him First Last
and All the Time; Convention
Harmonious.
Imperial

(

If

nrmpondrjH

Murning

Journal

OMAHA'S COWBOY MAYOR
TO REVISIT OLD SCENES

J

REPLIES TO DOUBLE

BRYAN

'

VAN

CIEME

10

RACK

1908.

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS")
HELP WANTED
Male
WANTED
nigh grade men to fill

2

flee., mercantile ana technical positions ln the southwest. Southwestern
Business Association, 201 E. Central
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. Phone
tf
Fe Will 267.

End of Year Santa
Have 370 Miles of It BeHELP WANTED
Female.
tween Chicago and Kansas W ANTFDíad es toá7Tár!d8ee

By

President.

i

T

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7,

BE READY BY

Defends Democratic Injunction
Pank From Attack Made by
the convention dehe would be one of
Manufacturers' Association

Otherwise,
the tlrsl to get into the light und help
elect the duly selected nominee. He
spoke briefly, but conclusively, on the
statehood question, the needs of New
Mexico generally, and in all Impressed

cided

I

MORNING JOURNAL,

'3

I1 FOR

Personal Property Loans

Money to Loan

ON FURNITURE, PIANOS, ORGANS,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattela;
also on Balarles and Warehouse Reaatal lmd Wire.
Journal
I Br Moralag
I
ceipts, as low as f 10.00 and as high as
W. J. Bryan toLondon. Aug.
our new mock oi mniinery ai re- 1150.00. Loans are
quickly made and
City.
duced prices. Crane Millinery and strictly private." Tims: One month to
day issued a statement replying to a
Dressmaking
Parlors,
Central
and,one
Goodg
given.
t0 remain In
circular issued some weeks ago by
and your possession. Our rates
Pifth wfre.a
Tntlea' tailoring
are rea
By
year
of
Christmas
this
the
gaiifa
ApManufac-'
dresTnaklng parlors. Phone 944.
th. National Association of
Call and see us before borsonable.
will have in operation between Ctrl- prentices wanted.
tl rowing. Steamship tickets to and
turers and signed by James W. Van Fe
cago and Kansas City 370 miles of
WANTED A girl for general house-doub- .from all parts of the world.
Cleave.
LOAN COMPANY
track, all of which will be
Apply g02 Kent avenue. THE HOUSEHOLD
work
that the perfectly equipped and in the best
declares
Mr. Hryan
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
g g R0(jey.
ofMrs
tf
PRIVATE OFFICES
pamphlet of Mr. Van Cleave raises conu uion.
OPEN EVENINGS
This statement was made by J. F. WANTED A cook In private famitwo qtiestton
First, Is there anyly. Inquire at No. 119 South Wal- SOSH West Central
Hurley,
manager
Sangeneral
of
the
demoof
in
the
thing
the labor plank
.
tf
ta Fe. in Topeka after he had Jnát re- - ter street.
cratic platform to which business men mi ned from a trip over the line be-- 1
with
bookkeeper
STORAGE.
Ladv
WANTED
enn Justly take, exception, and, second, tween Kansas City and Chicngo.
In; som.
nerlence In the grocery
Pianos,
household goods,
is the labor question so Important to addition Mr. Hurley added that the business.
Must furnish reference. J. WANTED
etc., stored and packed safely at
already
work
on
had
commenced
the
In
N.
a7
M.
M.
Justify
to
them
Gallop,
Carman,
business men as
reasonable rates. Phone 640. The
completion of the double track, and
Security Warehouse A Improvement
ignoring all other issues?
that a large portion of the 370 miles
Co. Offices, Rooms I and 4, Grant
WANTED
Positions
Mr. Hryan declares that the pro- of double truck will be in operation beBlock, Third ctreet and Central Ave.
handy,
platform
for
Good
round
WANTEDall
vision in the democratic
fore Christmas.
healthy Strong man, 28, wants work
When this work Is completed the
the creation of a labor uepartmont
Ke will have a complete double anywhere.
Experience with horses,
with a cabinet officer at Its head can Santa
track line between
the Mississippi cows, etc. Address X, care Journal.
He
men.
not possibly offend business
river and Chicago, with the exception WANTED Experienced stenographer
TRY
then says:
of one small stretch of f.4 miles. The
and bookkeeper desires position;
"The platform draws a distinction remaining portion of the line which ten years general office work; familTO MAKE IT
between associations of wage earners will not be double tracked this year is iar with all branches including cred
K!l miles in Missouri.
a
of
This
stretch
best of references. Write or wlrt
organized for the purpose of procur- portion
CASH
of the line has been graded its;
Want pojUfün by s.Dtmber 1st or
ing belter wages and the Improve- .mu IB it
t vi ij y un
in'- hi i in., ui III
.1
care
sooner
western
iTorlev
li
ment of labor conditions and Indus- rails. However, the character of Ihf
ON
me
,V.
r.i,.v,,.m
trial corporations which are in re- soil in Missouri is such ns to require
gl
beThe
difference
of
trade.
straint
a year to seme me graoe ana
THESE SMALL
and n anoui
tween a labor organization
Oh this account the completion of this
trust is so apparent that no disinter portion of the track will be delayed a WANTED;:3Sae
ADS.
will .lenv
tllflt
ested riertion
..... thev... year All the line between Kansas saTeÍsmIínañIdá
...
.. ..
noma oe ireaie,, sepUlale,y.
.O miM " huluiVn. Am. H.I. per week and over can be made
the two kinds of organizations
wHl b.' completed during the selUng Sew Campaign NoveU.es from
1
ogTihe
'under
with
then,
deal
and
1909
to. Stores,,
As he Santn He is now until election.
of
Sells
mmer
tf,
Injustice
one law is bound to do
most direct line between these two County Fairs, Plcnlct.' and Private
one or the other. Surely the busi- the
points, the addition of n double track Families, Complete Une of samples,
ness men can have no vital concern ought
to prove a great hoon for the charges prepaid for DOc. Order today.
in Including the labor organizations
SALE Good, gentle horse, douChicago Npvelty Co., 60 Wabash ave., FOR
road.
In the anti-truble harness, express wagon. 621 W.
laws."
completion
of
The
the double track Chicago;
Silver.
Mr. Hryan then lakes up the plank
providing for trial by jury In cases will give the Santa Fe a direct line AGENT$ WANTED Make money FOR SALE All kinds of House bold
representing, part or whole time, In
He insists that from Chicago to Newton, viu the Kanof Indirect contempt.
furniture.
Futrelle Furniture Co.,
cut-ofa distance of your town, an old line company, the west end of viaduct.
tf
this cannot raise a question of vital sas
douof
mileage
The
65
entire
miles.
concern to business men. because evOccidental Life, actually paying and FOR SALE Household goods of
ery man has a right to a Jury trial. ble track Will be laid with llrst class guaranteeing the largest annual divievery description at 200 S. Broadmaterial, and the ballast will be of dends of anv comnnnv now renreHent- - way
He then says:
"An attempt will be made to raise the highest quality of crushed stone. eQ
New
gpecla &gentf. FOR SALE: A brand new protecto-grap- h
... .
,,,, v,, , vmi ,
".
V,,
lie nil. liwill
a false issue In regard to the courts
of the kind recently repreli, 1.
i iuDF ifunincnn n, .11
...1.
a
,
Interlocking
with
equipped
modern
sented here in the city. Taken from
ánd to make it appear that the de-Correspondence
time.
confidential
(he agent In exchange for services,
mand for trial by Jury Is assault upon system.
and terms rreely given upon request
the integrity of the courts. Those1 The Santa Fc road had already of Southwestern Underwriters Co., with the intention of selling it. Will
be sold much under price. Call at
w ho make
this argument might as spent J4. 000. 000 on the Chjcago-Kan-WeAlbuquerque, tyew Mexico.
the Journal office.
Insist on the abolition of the sas City double track when the recent
FOR SALE A heavy Gould force
jury in all cases, for the Jury system financial1 panic made it impossible for
pump, with cylinder , handle and
One million
on the work to continue.
itself Is just as much reflection
Boarders.
pulleys for power. Used very little.
the bench as is this demand for trial, dollars wa''needetl to complete the
California,
A Vlsalla,
Steel fork
vvortt. and this 'amount has now been SANITORIUM, Rosedale Place, locatby jury In these particular cases.
ed on Lockhart ranch, near Indian stock saddle and bridle. Good as new.
"But there Is another labor plank secured. Several short stretches of
Under management of grad P. O. Box 17J, or 00 West Fruit
that Mr. Van Cleave probably has la the track were at. that time eomplet-mlnd- . school.
uate nurses. Rates reasonable. Miss avenue, city.
This Is the plank which de j ed, and in other places the grades had es
Moorman and Bartlett, phone 1175
elates thai parties to all Judiciary pro-- 1 been completed aa, well us many
FOR SALE Poland china pigs. John
Boarders by the 3ay at
ceedlngs should be treated with rigid bridges so that all that remains to be WANTED
Mann.
a25
412 South Broadway. Ladles pre- -'
Impartiality and that an Injunction done towards completing
the 370 rerrea.
u
years
9
6
SALE
20
to
mules,
Foil
should not be issued If It would not miles Is the laying of the track and WANTED
at Trimbles old; weight, 900 to 1300, In good
Boarders
He if no industrial dispute were. In-- 1 ballasting.
mouth of Tijeras Canon. Condition. L A. Dye, Albuquerque.
volved.
Io the business men Insist, The business outlook from the Mrs.Kanc,h,
C. E. Bonsall
FOB SALE Two tickets to Memupon partiality in judicial proceed-- ! standpoint of the railroads
at the
phis, Tenn..
31 G
cheap.
Do they insist that the mere present time seems to be
South
nigs.
a little WANTED Gentlemen to board and
room. No invalids. Large private Walter.
fact that there is an Industrial dls- - brighter. The movement of the wheat
alO
pute should justify an injunction ? orop nas added to the volume of traf- - residence, 51
North Second.
a9 FOB SALE A 2
Bain farm wagon
Ihat plank does not attempt to inter - fio Most of this business, however.
in first class condition. Also Conol an injunction ,hus fav l8 bu, 1)0H
f.re with the
v,.rv little
WNTED-:fartn- er
cord team harness. Inquire Hurwood
other conditions justify It:
shinned to foreign points.
tf
PartnerTn JíTíífa and Boys school, North Fourth at.
but it does oppose the issue of an in- - M(ls, 1)f tnc wh(.nt is being shipped to WANTED
hog ranch, ten miles east of El,
Junction merely for the purpose of Kans.s (.,v at tMp pr,.S(.nt time. As
Paso, Texas.
Franklin canal runs ' WANTED
bringing the court into a discussion
Miscellaneous.
....nildence is restored In the)
through ranch, also haw fifteen H. WÑTÉD-PIpof an industrial dispute
(n), ful.tor,rB wnUjn im. now
es
to repair. Jos Richpump
guaranengine
P.
wHch
and
.Mr.
an Cleave asserts that this Hnut
is cerUlli
ards' Cigar Store.
reaume worK,
tf
tees
at
times.
water
all
plank arouses R 'clBM spirit' and COO- Box
Address
,h(j v0)um of railroad business
WANTED A well furnished house of
alO
siiiuies a cieinanu lor i iass iiivors. will again attain normal proportions. 194, City.
about five rooms, ln good location.
BUI this is not true.
It Is a declara
The shops which are now running
Good tenants', no children.
Address
tion thai the writ of injunction should
on full time. It is understood, will
H. B. W., Care Journal.
EXCELLENT
ROOM
AND
crepurpose
be
used
of
for the
not
full time unless
To borrow five
WANTED
hundred
ating a class or favoring a class. The continue running
BOARD.
slump, which
a
takes
further
business
11,1
m,.
dollars. Good security. Address W.
tn
I'llmrinu
ruannl
allumnl
San-of
The
K., Journal Office.
avor is not expected at thisortime
discriminate against them In
$4.00 Per Week and Up.
equipment or
a
has plenty
nv other class."
roll-to- p
WANTED
good
A
,,,, tl,. ....r-- office
w
san si
Kl
n
ill
MRS. M. E. NORRIS,
Mr. Hryan in conclusion declares '
desk.
X.
N.
Address
T care Jourto
be
keep
seems
to
ahead
roud
of
the
doebusiVan
Cleave
Mr.
that
the
nal office.
a8
110 East Coal Avenue.
ness man an Injustice in assuming of the business so that no car shortto
Itself.
And
present
again
age
will
thai his waking hours are filled with
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
fears of the wage earner and that gain this end the shops will run without further Interruption.
his night's rest Is broken by ImagiFOR SALE OR TRADE A good
nary disputes with those who toll.
mountain wagon at Morgan's, 203
President a Suicide: Bank Closes.
E. Central.
Washington, Aug. 6. The First Na327
RENT-INREAL ESTATE and
G
tional bank of Bel) Plain, Minn., was
closed today by order of the compAGENT.
FOUND
troller of the currency. The bank
W.
209
Gold
ave.
600.
Phone
FOUND
Gray
horse and mare, bay
by
was reported Insolvent, followed
$1.000.00 TO IsMN
colt. Owner can have same, giving
the suicide of the president of the
ON GOOD BECUUTY.
brands and paying damages. J. Woodbank, J. G. Lunde. George C. Hell
ward, florist, Old Town.
was appointed receiver.
a9

'J

j

le

Anint

Rooms.

FOR RENT
RKÑtP-- a

nlee room with moa- ern conveniences. Inquire 608 W.
Silver, or phone 1136.
tf
FOR RENT Room at 422 North 6th
No sick.
FURNSHED ROOMS for light housekeeping; also bedrooms with or
without board. Gerónimo hotel, 121 H
North First.
at
FOR RENT Two good rooms for
light housekeeping, til. Call 404
North Second.
FOR RENT Large, cool, desirable
rooms for housekeeping. 624 Weat
Central avenue. Apply at rear
FOR RENT Large, cool rooms for
housekeepjng. 524 W. Central. Cull
at rear.
FOR RENT Two fine office rooms in
modern, upto date building. 313 hi
West Central.
tf
FOR RENT Three large nicely furnished rooms for light housekeeping, to man and wife. Electric light
and use of bath. 316 West Coal, a 7
FOR RENT Furnished rooms
for
light housekeeping and otherwise.
Modern, cheap, and close in. Call at
413 South Broadway.
a 12
FOR RENT Have front parlor,
well furnished in Highlands (close
In) for healthy young gentleman. Box

Alamogordo. X. M.. Aug. r, The
munty convention of Otero
called for this date to elect .lame. C. halihiia ii. PufoSieflj of I i
count
Pa". Will Bp ml Several Days in
five delegates to the Kantn Fe conTown Willi Old friend
Ti'Us
vention, which convenes In that city
Mayor James c. Dnhlman. of Omaon the lxth instant, at which time a
delegate to congress will be nominat- ha. Neb., and temporary hnirman of
ed and the legislative tickets for the the Denver national deniocratic convarious district of the territory chos- vention, will arrive In El Paso today
194, City.
en, met pursuant to the call at the for u visit with E. S. Newman, on
o'clock p. m. Tlic whose Nebraska ranch MayojJ l);ihlcourt house at
FOR
RENT Furnished
rooms el
v 11B
Wl,rhwl ,n ,ne eB"
meeting was called to order by Coun- 115 West Huning avenue.
tr
says
cowboy,
El
Times
Paso
the
(1.
Cadv and alter the;
tv Chairman O.
FOR RENT New rooming house of
mayor
cowboy
has
Th"
of
Omaha
business of the meeting was stated. b27 rooms, located on First street.
Aryan boomer fqr
!l Patttatant
-"
F. J. Huh was unanimously selected
Will be completed about August 15.
',n1 "rn,y believes In the abll-- t
as chairman ol the convention, with V'"Mrs. William Hart, corner Hill and
" Wi,s lwllliniin
harle, P Downs as secretary. The "v "f M 1,a,,"r
Tijeras.
ai3
Hryan
of
greeted
deck
from
who
the
.
Committee on rclcntla.s. W. D. TipUK ln NVw Y"" harbor with
ton J J Hill and E E. Akers. re- ported, showing every precinct rep-- 1 a lariat. ready to rope his follow H4
.FOR SALE Real Estate.
raskan if the peerless one did not
ented excepting precincts Rumbara
FÓR
SALÉ Two cottages, corñer of
six and eight. On motion dulv sec- - immediately Join his western friends
Third and Mountain Road. $2,000.
lon
MroM
h'"'
tr'P
MM and carried, the chair appoint- country for the purpose of meeting
FOR SALE1 A six room modern
tA the following committees;
house, close in, shade and fruit,
"n his return from a world tour.
Resolutions O. C. Bryan, Charles'"
two barns and other out buildings. A
beginning.
to
Harking
the
back
(
P.
I)
'hurles
Mver
J.
Clements
bargain if taken at once. Wise and
iiatiimun pmunuiy nau nme lues o.
Downs. Celso Telles.
Son, 201 East Central.
s3
the Hryan greeting use he would have
FOR SALE A fifty foot lot on S.
tne rope wnen ne www puncn.iig
Slmms. E. E Akers. Frank Wertain.
on Newman s ranch In Nebraska
Edith street, $400 if taken before
order of Business 1. R. Mullen, cattle
,,a'
August 10. Porterfleld Co., 216 West
k
The sav n" was
le '80sA
E.
Ooakes
A Ambr
Gold.
aii
The committees reported their re- - Oo4 cowpuneh.r. and an Incipient
those days.
FOR SALE Modern 4 room house'
...mmendtions to the convention, all politician even inelect,
d sheriff of his
Utet he was
new. good location. Must be sold
report being unanimously adopted.
...,....
,
...... ...e
this month. Porterfleld Co., 216 W.
The resolution committee reported c.ui.i.
nminltteeman and "the one great
Gold.
a9
at follow:
friend of Hryan in Nebraska." In his
ItCHOlUli.Hs
We th. n niiblicans ol Otero county
RENT
was given
Dwellings.
in convention assembled, pledge our Omaha. "Jim- Oahlman
majority.
"
grand
róoín
of
the
principle
FOR
brick hóúee,
RENT Six
the
faith
Tía .... hn.,.n nnnc u nromiilaatcd
Omaha's mayor will probably stay
modern. Close ln. Inquire E. B.
In El Paso for lour or live days, and
Booth.
tl
in the platform adopt. d by the na...
..IO.I..1 . CO.I t
oi aicxico., ii
i it...
... i.u,...
IIIVU..
FOR
RENT
" then will take a tour
I'll.
and
bath
flats,
w
an
effort
.be
l"babe that
and six rooms and bath; houses
resolutions adopt.,, at the last terrl- an address
new and modern, with hot water heat
torial convention at S.lver City: and n.ad- tn have him deliver
frl,nu "f Brya"'
A"
and gas ranges in kitchens'. Apply to
..m,e,i of this territory In W
A. W. Anson, 816 North 4th St.
of the ,reont
are voiceless as t the election of temporary chairmanOmaha's
"cowboy
FOR RENT New three room cotpresident and vice president, yet we convention and
......
of Tuft mayor" It Is sure that he would draw
tage, furnished for housekeeping.
lililí II4",-.- - h u.anlnatlna
good crowd.
1022 South Walter street.
:.nd Sherman, who will lead the H- a
tf
uilona' republican party to victory at
2,
FOR
3,
RENT
4
and
MOTHER IDENTIFIES THE
the coming election
houses, furnished or unfurnished.
W. heartily endorse the wise and
W.
V.
S.
500
Futrelle.
Seecond.
BOY
tf
BODY OF MURDERED
patriotic administration of Theodore
FOR
wat-eRENT
Four
man
a
r
room
house;
In
him
reOOfmhM
HooaeveH and
.
I
1
i
...inicago,
paid.
018 N. Second; $13.50.
n.
Aug.
mtr.
miiiuiei.
ol th. people, favoring g.wKU govern"
In Rh1hin. mother of Tuffa Hhishin. fif- ment and honesty and uprlKntn.-sFOR RENT One 6 room house modthe public sei vice, as above partisan teen years old. who has been missingern, at 608 South Fourth street. Inpolitics and party advantage, and re- - here since Saturday night, todny Idenquire at 221 West Copper'ave.
tf
vic- folMud
lake
the
of
be
titled
shirt
to
the
are
policies
loi.
that his
One.
FOR
5 room house at
RENT
son.
of
as
William
tim
that
her
lowed bj his successor, lion.
310 West Baca ave. Inquire at 221
The woman fainted after Identify
II Tnft.
West. Copper ave.
At the morgue the
tf
We recognize in Governor Curry one ing the garment.
FOR RENT HOUSES A four-roowho is in full sympathy with the peo identification was made positive when
frame, $13.50; a 4 room frame,
w Mexico, und fully endorse Mrs. Shishln had Inspected the bocl
pie or
$14.00; a 5 room frame $18.00; a 6
With the Identification today of the
his administration of affairs.
at
room frame. $20.00; a 3 room frame,
We recognise the aplendld services victim of the Mud Ijike murder
$12.00.
Also an assortment of furof our delegate to oongreea. W. H. An- - Tuffa. Shlsheln. a Syrian, the police
nished rooms and tent houses. Wise
drews. and his manifest efforfs in be- - began work on the theory that the
and Son, 201 East Central.
tf
half of New Mexico and of his enn- - lad met his death nt the hands of a
Development! have come
degenerate.
stltuents.
quickly.
statehood
Wi demand Immediate
On Tuesday the
detectives were
FOR RENT
Miscellaneous
for New Mexico, under her present
to
Here boys had
Mud
called
Lake.
bound
present
FOR
RENT
name and within her
For
purposes, tn the
hall
hunew Futrelle building, West End
arles, and pledge ourselves to earnest- discovered the lower atlimbs of a
being
hips
man
and
severed
the
Viaduct,
rooms
50 and 68.
ly work to secure this end.
one of the feet
FOR RENT Good barn, close iñTíñ'-qulr-e
We demand reform in the govern-rn- . at the knee and with
supwas
missing.
victim
The
then
209 South Arno street.
alO
nt and policies of the forestry esrv- - posed
to have been a woman, but th.
.. j fiM- - , innri, llherf.l llf.llcV
Uu
FOR
RENT
The Estancia
Steam
I
protect
7
,,e that, while it will fully
Laundry. Address Estancia Steam
day In the drainage canal n mile dls- our forests, yet will leavs open to set
Laundry, Estancia, N. M.
a8
"
,nge thousands of
and fre.
tuuai üuij n v in iik
ri n
,, which are now twm, ved as or- .
WANTED.
,.,
which are in real ty farming
comntctiM wlth ,
and graslng lands and which W he.
WANTED To buv men's uMnri.
kMl mhMt waH r,.moved to
ing unjustly withheld from the MM of
hand clothes of all kinds In good
......
....
as--.
aI
...a
.,,
shape.
Highest prices paid In cash.
u......
.uw
ine anu.ii
It
Ih
.,lv
foon.l tita
Send postal. We will call. H. Frank,
we must depend for our material ad description
tallied
somewhat
with
121 North Third street, phone 812.
van. enieiit, and our delegate In con- that of Tuffa Shishlen who disapgress i urged to use every means to peared from his home last Saturday
POOL & BILLIARD TABLES
seciiru this result.
First the shirt which the boy had
We favor the storage of all waste worn and the corpse was Identified
FOR
SALE Anti-trupool and bilund surtace water by the government by members of the Shishlen famil.v.
Marquette
Ave. New.
will cure
Remedy
Kidney
Foley's
liard
tables,
supplies
and bar fixPERSONAL
for the Irrigation of our arid lands The mother Tainted when she gazed
modern brick, $3,200.
tures. Sold on easy payments. Cataany case of kidney of bladder
and s Just and equitable division of for ihe first time on the remains.
Forrester Ave. New
bun
DR. NACAMULI will be back at his logues free. Charles Passow A Sons,
trouble that Is not beyond the reach
.
Inspector Dormán held a long In Federal Judge at Seattle Holds of
the same to those only who put It to
galo, $2,850.00.
office from Europe September II, P. O. Box 1084, Dallas. Texas.
can do
No medicine
medicine.
u
beneficial
terview with Samuel Shishlen.
1901.
the
South
Edith
of
Organizations
Workmen
modern
A Co.
by
O'Reilly
J.
H.
more.
Sold
repuoboy
As the representatives of tne
father, this afternoon, and at
brick, 12.650.00. Eas terms.
SODA FOUNTAINS
llcan voters of Otero county, we its conclusion the inspector declared
Are Incompatible With the
South Walter New
frame,
LEGAL NOTICES.
pledge ourselves to use all honoruble that the lad had been the victim of a
We have several bargain to offer in
$1.000.00.
mean to secure the nomination of the degenerate. It is supposed that more
American Liberty.
both new and second hand soda founNOTICE.
POR RENT.
Hon Edward A. Mann as our candi- - than one man hud a hand In disposing
tains for Immediate shipment. Easy
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 roon houses,
body
congress
on
the of the
monthly payments. Write or phone
date for delegate to
Some nice furnished riJms and
Rood Tax Now Due.
.Seattle. Wash, Aug. 6. In an oral'
our attractive proposition.
4
..publican ticket; therefore be it
The
The law requires every able bodied for
furnished
houses.
In
opinion
court
Judge
the
federal
Grosman company, Dallas. Texas.
Itesolv. d. thai the delegates select- CIICAD
PCCT RAIQIWr
man,
twenty-on- e
ages
between
the
U
of
H.
Intoday
granted an
Hartford
nu n IM and UlO
r ht Ü
.
and sixty years, to annually pay a
IN VICINITY OF TUCSON junction asked for by the shipowners
trmcled to work and
hereh) i
road tax of three dollars or. In lieu
steamship
and
companies
against
the
i
vols for the Hon. Edward A. Mann
of such sum, to labor on the public
longshoremen
of
union
the
Pacific
in Real
Simpier-Clarof Sugar licet DIvIhIoii
k
i..r the nomination for delegate to the It.
road three days. Sec. I, Cabpter S3,
Ixty-flrof iH'imnnicni of
congress from New Mex- grítiltiir on coast
Acts of the 37th Legislative Assembly.
Judge Hanford restrained the Puget
$26004 room brick cottage, wash
Ibe flronnd.
Iro, and to use all honorable means to
The supervisor of Road District No.
house, corner lot, cement walk
of longshoremen and the local
council
secure hrs nomlnstlon. and that lhe
poMopnta.
3, comprising Precincts Nos. 12 and
on both aides; close ln.
next
'ni
THAT IS THE
galón from Interfering with strike-- ;
A
visitor to the pity yesterday
do mi until relieved by him. Ihe dele.
26, which precincts Include the City
$1600 4 room frame cottage,
uk-- i
in loading
br
unloading
and
AGENTS
SOU:
gatlon voting a a unit at all times, whose coming was of mote than usual ships In
nicely finished, and two room
or Albuquerque, accepts the office
Seattle. He said In part:
adobe, cement finish; 60
were adopted Importance was Mi. E. C. Itlttue. l
These resolutions
lot,
without compensation and Is devoting
as
It exists In this coun- "Cnlonlsm
8L
(
amid ringing cheers, following which the sugar beet division of the federal try originated In England and has Im- time and energy to th discharge of $2000 Broadway.
5 room brick cottage, modthe names of the proposed delegates department of agrlculutre. Mr. Hlttue poverished the working classes of the'
the duties of the office to the end
ern, extra nice; clow In.
to the Santa Fe convenllon were pre- - is one of the oldest experts connected empire and put L'OO.iiOO people in the
that proper use be made Of the road $1900 4 room frame
'"
cottage moda. nt. o as follows:
with the department und is known alms houses of Imdon. The system
fund and that we have good roads.
ern, W. Lead ave. Easy terms.
This is a guarantee
$2300
Dr. O. C. Bryan. J. P. Clements. F the country over as an authority on Is Incompatible with the declaration
The character of roads to be built
frame with hath:
good outbuildings; lot 71 by
C. Rolland. Charles P. Downs. Perry the soil, growth and. culture of sugsr of independence
and the line of work are determined
and the laws of thai
string.
a
without
142;
lawn,
says
it; shade trees; 4th
beels.
Kearney.
the Tucson Clllsen
by the. Good Roads Association.
I nlted
States of America, which exward.
His purpose in coming to this city ists for the purpose- - of guaranteeing
No other names being presented to
Mr. B. M. Porterfleld Is authorised
$2500
4
New
room frame cotWe have so much
to receive payment of the road tax
Ihe convention, the rules were sus- nt this lime Is to m..t. .... investiga ihe workmen Ihe right to come and
tage, modern, beautifully finpended and th. above named dele- - Hon Into the reports which have been go from their employment without
l
and for the convenience of the pui.li-wilished, concrete foundation, celfaith in GOLD SEAL that
made to the dapartment lo Ihe effec molestation. "
gsled were elected by scclamatlon
lar, good outbuildings; Highlands
make calla when he can do so or
'
i
$2100 New 4 room brick cottage,
payment can be made at Porterfleld
On motion of J. D. Clements, the that the soil of southern Arlsona
The court held that he had Juris We Will TetUm the ITlOney
mqjderni fourth ward, on car
a committee adapted to the development of this
and Co., 216 West Gold avenue. The
chair then appoint,
uiviej.i ... ii case wnere interstate truf-'- l
'
line.
it
of J. D. Clements. W. E. dustry Whatever his conclusion may flc was uffected and ihat the labor
law will be strictly enforced.
in full if it does not pro$320
New 6 room brick cottage,
W. H. OILLENWATER,
Carmack sad D M. Sutherland to be, It will become official and will go unions were responsible for the acts
well
built; close In, fourth ward
duce good bread.
Supervisor.
wall upon Judge Edward A. Mann Info the government archives and of violence committed.
$20006 room frame cottage, bath
and Introduce him Into the conven- - handbook. This is regarded as the
windmill, near shops and car
Send your accounts, notes and
lion. The Judge appeared amid the final sulhorlty by hundreds of pro
'
NOTICE.
'Judgments
u
$1704
long
pecthe
continued
4
to
of
us
and
investors
therefore
No
snd
room .frame cottage,
for collection.
ciMhuslsatlc
The Summer Garden on Mountain
Alfco for Ihe celebrated DR. REED'S road has changed
modern; High lands, clos in.
collection, no charge. We also buy!
plaudit" of the delegates, and sum. the the utmost Importance.
hands and has been
CI'SlrtON SOLE SHOE for VOÜÍEN. thoroughly overhsuled
Mr. Blttue will be here for some claims.
imbers of onlookers, and
Collections made usulnst
and cleaned
time nd will go exhaustively Into the rallrWd men anywhere In the United
We announce the arrival of mi and and from now on It will be run as a
It Is the coolest and
trill Chil summer resort.
tiu.it, r before returning to the east Utiles. Write us at once.
large slock of Men's,
shadiest place In town. We cater to the
was proud
ss he expects to gather mi rial forTHOS. H
dren's shoe. NONE RETflCH
VRRNB D. EDWARDS,
or
MM W. Central.
nest
Phone IM
trade only, loafing and rowdy- a just estimate and a final inclusion!
ibllcsne' ol
QI AUTV Ollt
Olbraltsr Building,
inntssf kbits' ML lÜiíinfad
nlll"T Abetal
hone 74
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General Electric
Great Northern pfd .. . !
Great Northern ore ctfa
Illinois Central

FINANCE ANO

United States Mining
United States Oil
Utah
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
North Butte
Butte Coalition
Nevada
Calumet and Arizona
Ardona Commercial
Greene Ca nanea

146
137

7

7H
139 H
11
32 H
10 H

Interborough-afe- t

do pfd
International Paper
'. . . . .
do pfd
. '67 H
Iowa Central
17 "4
Kansas City Southern
26
do pfd
57H
109
Louisville and Nashville
14
Mexican Central
Minn, and St. L
'
29
Wall Kireet.
New York, Aug. 6 The grain mar- - jMlnn.. St. P. and S. Ste. M ...117H
67
kets weakened today and the stock Missouri
. anu.Pacific
J
31
market rose again. Yesterdays dam- K
PW
age reporta were bo pretentious and L,
"
'
backed by so large a rlae In prices Z
Yrk tn,ral
that the leader, of the stock specula- 'SH
48 X
tlon were fairly Intimidated. At the N. Y.. Ontario and Western
. . .
74
Norfolk
and
Western
critical period of the crops sensation
66
al reports for speculative
purposes North American
C'flC
are looked for and guarded against aajorííer"
do
far an possible. Their effect was re- i ny nit man . . .
12$
sisted fairly well even yesterday. The Pennsylvania
96
measure of the relief felt over today's People's Gas
7
better news was unmistakably shown. Pitts., C. C. and St. L
Steel Car
36
however, but the renewed activity and! Pressed
. .
I
II. .
strength of the stock market tone &
v;a'..
,Way
Sp"ng
admitted in many quarters that a long
I
look ahead in helne- - tuli. n unii nenpm
2S
possibilities of unfavorable develop- - Republic Steel
7
do pfd
o
nn
hcln or
rilnlu n
l8'artd
Co
I8
sumption that they must prove but RdCk
'
'
temporary.
L, ? a
The main tendency
', '
T
F,ran 2nd
ward betterment is counted on In spite'
of occasional set backs but a
'
'
ir' tria rnrv vlalrln aiieh a m nrniitrl
mnt"
T
.
63
7 'Sloss Sheffield
radically reduce the year,
production
p
9outnern
of wealth from that source is not
do pfd
H8
counted a. factor that could be ignor- Southern Railway
20
ed. There was no disguise of the sat
do pfd
50
isfaction therefore with which today's Tenn. Copper
J
38
ikmvs was received of abundant rains' TeVfic an1
OR
if..
in the Mtesisslppi
valley where the; T
Jfcj
23
and. Weat
corn crop is reported to be most in,
Oí
"
need of moisture. Spring wheat conUnion Pacific
156
tinued the subject of discussion as to
do pfd
82
A sharp
the probable deterioration.
4g
United States Steel
fall from the figures of the July governdo pfd
.110
ment report is counted upon in to- Utah Copper
42
morrow's government report of the Wabash
13
crop, opinion Inclining to some five
do pfd
28
points decline. The early market was Wef)tln(rhoui,p
'.. 77
'ectric' .
,., .u,u, u..Wniu.r "
Union
56
from the remnant of the influence ofWhee
1()
md l ake Er(e
crop
scare. The advance wls,.onsln iVntral
yesterday's
2J
,
gathered force unevenly and was ham-Tota,
for
pered bv some weak features.
shares
nadian Pacific was hurt by the
Bondfl wpre flrm
slve strike of Its employes The sym-- ; yalup ,jM4M0tTnlted States bonds
,
eum-pawieuc cneci on suosioiury
wi re unchanged on call.
panics was aggravated by the serious
illness of the executive head of some
BOSTON STOCKS AND BONDS.
of these companies. London afforded
Closing Prices.
nov assistance to advance tocks, th
England
weak return of the Bank of
L0'ans
c,a
2
.2
weighing somewnat on me marKei. TImp Loans
4
3
The Bank of France, however, made a
.1IMa
very strong return thus promising ajAtc.nison AdJugUDle 4b
89
carnation of its drain on the London
aa.r
thI.
- 4
gold supply. Closing stocks:
80
Mexican Central 4s
80
Amalgamated Copper .
Railroad
40 4 Atchison
Amer. Oar and Foundry
88
102
do pfd
do pfd
93
Amer. Hide and Leather pfd ... 22
18
Union Pacific
57 M
Amer. Locomotive
.Miscellaneous
107
do pfd
24
Amer. Arge. Chemical
99
92- Amer. Smelt, and Ttefne;
do pfd
109
i
134
d
Amer. Sugar
Amer. Hug'tr Refng
.tit
do pfd
.127 1'3
Amer. Tobacco pfd
25
Amer. Woolen
25
Amer. Woolen . .'.
93
do pfd
.. 18 General Electric
Anaconda Mining Co
146
88
Atchison
I'nlted States Steel
46
93
do pM . .
Il6
do pfd
92
Atlantic Conn Line
.Mining
91
Baltlm"-.-- "
htwi Ohio
, .
8
Adventure
81
do pfd
; . .
39
Allouez
53
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Amalgamated
80
Canadian Pacific
Ii2 Atlantic
15
27
Central Leather
Bingham
50
97
do pfd
Calumet and Hecla bid
690
195ffi200
Central of N. J
30
Centennial
i
43
Chesapeake anil Ohio
'opper Range
80
6
Chicago Great Western
Daly West
10
1K1
Chicago and Northwes'te.
13
Franklin
143
1(16
C. M. and St. P
(Iranby . :
57
C, C, C. and St. 1
23
Islo Royale
32
7
Colorado and Southern
Mass. Mining
02
do 1st pfd
Michigan
13
c
52
do 2nd pfd
69
Mohawk
139
Consolidated Gas
78c
Montuna Coal and Coke
19
Corn Products
42
Old Dominion
169
Delaware and Hudson
115
Osceola
27
Denver and Rio Grande
28
Pnrrot . . j
do pfd
97
6.Qulncy
37
16
Distillers' Securities
Shannon
23
7
Erie
(Tamarack
40
iTrlnlty
18
do 1st pfd
8
29 'A United Copper
do 2nd pfd
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Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE

I

AND RETAIL LUMBER.

Glass, Cement, Wall Paper and Rex Flintkote Roofing.
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Albuquerque, New Mexlct

North First Street.

THE ROMERO AD SIGN COMPANY
PICTORIAL

SIGNS

ADVERTISING

"EVERY SIGN
A
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THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE SIGN SHOP
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York.

Be Well Represented

of Implements

THE BEST

MOWERS
GRAIN BINDERS
HAY RAKES
BALING PRESSES

at

National Irrigation Congress;
Pima County Preparations,

rAABE

& M AUGER

Tempe, Arizona, the gem of the Salt
River valley, and famous 'or its fruits
and vegetables. Is detern ned to outshine all competitors at the Irrigation
Congress. Th Phoenix Republican
says:
The Tempe board of trade held a
New Orleans Cotton.
meeting Monday evening nt which
New Orleans, La., Aug. 6. Cotton
Spot (inlet and easy; middling 10c. time the chief topic unoer consideration was the raising of Hie neeessary
funds to carry on a publicity camSt. .Lout Wool.
St, Louis, Aug.
Firm; paign to set forth to the world at
6. Wool
medium grades, combing and clothing large the resources of the Tempe disWRITE US ABOUT
19 O 20c; light fine
heavy
trict. As stated some time ago, the
fine 11ÍÜ12C; tub washed 20D27c.
MACHINERY.
Tempe board has agreed to raise 20
in
per
to
of
$650
used
be
placing
cent
Chicago Hoard of Trade.
Chicago. Aug. 6. Lower tempera-tine- s n exhibit at the National Irrigation WK ARE THE FARM MACHINERY
congress, which convenes at AlbuquerAND WAGON PEOPILB.
in the northwest and unresponsible cables had a weakening effect que. New Mexico, the last of next
today on the local wheat market, the month. This congress, the use to
September delivery closing at a net which ihe money is to be put and the
advantages of n good 'xhihit of valley
Corn was off
loss of
higher. Provisions were products there have from time to time
Oats were
been elaborated upon in these colunchanged to 5c lower.
&
to umns. By reason of the great work
September wheat opened
SANTA
TIME TABLE.
1
to 96. sold off to the reclamation service Is and has
lower at 95
been doing here for some years past,
95 cents and closed at 95 ..
there is probably no section In the
to 1
September corn opened
United States that Is now attracting
75
75,
4
to
74
to
lower at
advanced
mote attention. People from all over
and closed at
September oats opened
lower to the country' have their eyes on the
Salt River valley. Hundreds of these
H higher at 47 to 47. sold at 46
The close was very people will be at. the congress and
and advanced to
while there will naturally make It I
at 47.
up Arizona's
exhibit
At the close September pork was point to look
(ftMtlT WvBtM It. Utl.)
off 5 cents at $15.75; lard was un- "Whether or not they shall be disap
Arrive. Daait
th East
people
rests
pointed
of
the
with
the
changed at $9.57; ribs were a shade
:U p
No. 1, Southern Cat. BxpraM. . 7:46 p
valley and a share of the responsibility No.
I, California. Llmlttd ....11:1 p l:0tp
lower at $8.97.
a
rests with the people of this district. No. 7. Norta. Cal. Fast Mali.
P 11
The opportunity to show to the world No. I, El P. A M. City Bsp U: p 11:11 s
New York Cotton.
what Tempe can raise Is now open and From th Wa- tNew York. Aug. 6. Cotton opened everyone should come to the front and No. i. Chlcai-- Fast Mall
l:Ma 1:11 a
4, Chicago Limitad
1:1 P IN
steady at a net advance of
point help the cause along for all he Is worth. No.
i P 7:1 P
No. I. Cbt. ft Kan. city Hsp.
and closed barely steady In tone, but Now it is necessary to raise $130 to
Valley
Feeo
Train
á
set
at
adVpQ of 4&ll points.
meet Tempe's share of the fund that No. 11. Amarillo, Roawall sag
will make this exhibit possible. It was
I:U s
Carlsbad
suggested at the Monday evening No. It. Fr im Carlabad,Roa7ll
GETS FIVE YEARS' LEASE
Amarillo
and
lt:H t
meeting that e.re long it would be
the South
ON CLEVELAND GROUP necessary to rnjse still more money No. 1, Chi.. Den. A K. C Br .1 :80 a 7 :ta
No. 10 connect at I.amy with branch trata
for other purposes, it costs money to for
Santa Pa and topa at all local polata In
make a board of trade an effectual or New Mexico.
T. B. PURDT. Aaeat
Mining F,nginvr Back In Silver City ganization, and unless It is effectu.il
('astern
After
Trip During Which it Is little better than no board. It
He Negotiated Mining Deal of Im- Costs money to advertise, and all read
Resolved that all orders for
portance.
ers. of the Republican know the board
supplies of any and all kinds
Is now having printed some thousands
and for all purposes be made out
(Silver City Independent.)
of pamphlets descriptive or Tempe and
on the regular requisition blank
Mining' Engineer Oeorge H. Utter vicinity for general distribution.
It
of the Irrigation Congress proreturned Friday from an eastern trip was deemed tdvisáble rather than
vided for that purpose, and said
make this effort for the congress fund
of several weeks' duration.
While at
requisition must be signed by
once and a second one Inter on for
away he held several Important con- the other
chairman of the auditing compurposes,' to make one grand
mittee, or In his absence by titi
ferences with eastern capitalists rela- effort all at once and raise $500. It Is
acting
chairman: that all bllH
pay
tive to the operation of the proper- estimated thut this amount will
Incurred must be properly vouch-erecongress
expense
Irrigation
and
the
ties of the Forest Queen Copper combefore payment and audited
leave In th'' treasury of the board a
pany, which resulted In a contract beat any meeting of the auditing
fund that will be sufficient to meet
ing signed up. by the conditions of all expenses for some time to come. It
committee, by the chairman of
said committee, or In his absence
which several wealthy capitalists ol was agreed to call this the "Five Hunby the acting chairman
Louisville, Ky., will organise for the dred Dollar Fund," and it is to be raispurpose of operating the mines of the ed bv subscription. This need not
W. 8 HOPEWKLIi.
'hairman.
above mentioned company.
By the strike terror to the hearts of readers, !
terms of the contract the new organ! for $500 is a small amount when conR. E. TWITCH ELL,
Secretary.
zation will secure a five years' lease tributed by many people, it need not
H SPITZ,
on the Cleveland 'group of mines un- be looked at as a contribution, but
Chairman Audit. Com.
der a twenty per cent royalty. It
rather as un investment. A man has
L A. MACPHKRSON.
stipulated In the agreement that no hesitation In putting a few dollars
a plant of not less than fifty tons dally Inot something that he feels confident
GEORGE ARNOT.
capacity, and which Is especially will make a good return on the Investadapted to the treatment of the Cleve- ment. He should feel the same way
land ores, is to be erected and placed about putting money into the Tempe
of clear lie and be displayed at the
In operation as soon as the deal U board of trade.
It Is the best move congress. It can lie done nicely and
finally closed, the lessees also agree- - Tempe ever made.
It Is generally will certainly
make a very attractive
Ing to equip the property with all agreed that all this town has lacked
display.
necessary machinery for the proper for years .la mor,, publicity, and thut
working of the mines. For the faith Is what the board proposes to give It.
ful carrying out of the contract the Already good results are being felt
lessees will receive a bonus of one- - there: people are being attracted to
DEPORT
jififth of the capital stock of the Forest the town and surrounding country and
coming
pamwinter, after the
Queen Copper company, with the the
privilege of purchasing 200,000 shares phlets have had time to work, many
more at the expiration of two years, more will be here. They will want
WOMAN
or as soon as the mill Is equipped and land, and demand creates value. Logrunning, at 25 cents per share. All ically, therefore, the price of land id
of the above conditions are simply the bound to increase, and also, logically.
gist of contracts already made anil If a man contributes a few dollars
signed by all parties concerned In the toward a move that will enhance the Victim of Dread Disease Furdeal, but subject to the result of a value of his property, may it not be
thorough examination of the mines by regarded as a good investment.
nishes Problem for AuthorThat's the way the board looks at
a prominent mining engineer In beMay
ities at Tombstone;
half of one of the leading members it, and that's the way the board wants
of the new organization who is not everyone els to look at it. Feeling
Send Her to Tombstone.
familiar with the property. The ex- thai the Tempe people are sufficiently
In
own
to
Interested
help
welfare
their
Is
to be made at once, and
amination
if the report is favorable, as no doubt the thing along, the following resolu- (By Morning Journal aMt Te4 Wlre.l
it will be, active operations on this tion was unanimously adopted:
Tombstone. Ariz, Aug. Í. Local
Resolved. That A. Nellson be apvaluable group of claims will be Inheulth
and county authorities are In a
pointed as a committee of one to soaugurated immediately.
licit a subscription for the purpose of quandury regarding the disposition of
raising a fund of $500.00 to be used Mrs. Wardwell. the leper who was
Pima County Interewted.
In advertising the resources of Tempe
county
The Tucson Star soys:
and surrounding country at the Nat-lo- taken from the Los Anneles
Irrigation congress, and in such hospital by her husband, a civil war
Secretary Fallor, of the chamber of
commerce, has been notified that let- other ways as In- - the opinion of the veteran and inmate of the soldiers'
home at Sawtelle, Tal., und who Is
will be most beneficial.
ters have been sent out from Phoenix board
Mr. Nellson will devote q,me IIU'.o now under quarantine here. Efforts
asking all the mining companies In time to making a tour of the entire to have the unfortunate woman nnd
Pima county to send samples Af their Tempe section soliciting subscriptions her husband deported have met with
many legal complications and added
ores to be Included In an exhibit which to this fund.
Is, now being made for display at the
The board feels that everyone should to this Is the fact that Mrs. Wardwell
National Irrigation congress, which help out according to his worth, and If has become violently Insane. She esholds forth at Albuquerque, N. M., the the people of the Tempe district can caped from the guard at the Isolation
be made to see that it
to 'heir ad- quarters here last night and made her
latter part of next month.
It Is the aim and Intention of the vantage to push this matter sloug, the way toward the residence section of
promoters of this scheme to use this $600 fund will not be long In materiali- the city, creating quite a scare before
great congress for the purpose of ad- sing. Upon Mr. Nellson devolves the she was recaptured and returned to
vertising the wonderful mineral wealth work of making the people e It In the place of surveillance. Clark Ber-ne- r,
of the board of supervisors, has
of Arlsona and they have sent similar this light and of collecting the money
letters to every mining section In the Dg up willingly: It will every cent be wired the state department at Washterritory.
used to a good purpose and the. com- ington for permission to deport the
Secretary Fallor does not know as bined efforts of the resident! of Tem- patient to the leper colony at Molokal,
Pending advices from the
yet what response has been made by pe will make this town a better one Hawaii.
the miners of Pima county, but will and the surrounding ftstr't-- t just that department both Wardwell and his
endeavor to have them
much more valuable.
Lt owryonc wife are held In quarantine. The huswith the chamber of commerce In an put his houlder to (he wheel and push band avows his Intention of accompanying his wife If she Is deported.
effort to make the showing from this for n bigger and bfttaf Tempe.
county ns representative as possible
The board did ther things Monday
Vast Consular Jurisdiction.
nlghl berM.'s iMstllutlng ".he movement
of Its great mito s
Portland, Aug.
British Consul
Incidentally some time ago Mr. toward raising this fund of $o0 A
Fallor received a letter from the News member of rhe board
appointed James Laldlaw han Just been officially
at ki Paao which stated that It was to act wt:t th other board-- i of trade notified by his home government htat
their Intention to make a cabinet of A the territory In building up the from now on, the vast territory of
Ore of the southwest and asking that mineral exhibit that will a'o banhown Alaska will fprm a part of his consamples of the product of this section at the congress. The preparation of sular district. With that ngdltlon he
n greater
be sent there for exhibit. The secre- the Tempe end of the agricultural ex- will have jurtodlrtloa
rea of the United States In everytary Is now engaged In getting up hibit was discussed at length and Supsuch a display, and It will be forward- erintendent Cook of the Pacific cream- thing pertaining to a British subteel
ed to the Pass City at the earliest pos- ery made a sugestión that if carried than an yother conaul.
sible moment In order that the benefit out will be a great thing. He props es
Alliuqurtqiie
Porch swings, 94.M
from this free advertising may be that a good lot of fruit of one kind
nid another b ( rosen in a solid csk Planing Mill.
gained.

"

N.

r

m

Harvest
is at
Hand

J. KORBER & CO.

.
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'

r--mm

PIPE-CLEANIN-

212 N. Second St

G.

DAVIS & ZEARING

1
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75,

i
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47.
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The Metals.
Aug. 6. There was a
reaction In the London copper mar-kespot closing at 60, 15 and futures at 61, 12s, 6d. The local market was Arm and unchanged $13.37
013.62
for lake; $13.26? 13.60 for
electrolytic and 113.00 13.25 for casting. Lead was higher at 13. 12s. fid
in London. The local market was
firm and higher also at $4.57 iS
4.62. Spelter wan unchanged at 19
In London. The local market was firm
at $4.70 4.75.
Bar sliver 52c;
Mexican dollars 4fc.
New

"

.

42
26

Av

CBW

Have the flneet thing la the
oven line for
gaa or gasoline
stove. Call and let at show tbew
to you.

Price

$225

ff-

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company

If you

WE SEM YI BREAD
or rolls every morning or
evening If you say so. No
lived to bother ubout thst
purl of the inenl If you trust
to us. Just for
change
have us senj oyu some of
our bread or rolls. We bake
them so perfectly that ym
wilt see how useless It Is to
wuste time and labor In
home baking with pot nearly such fine results.
PIONEER BAKERY
07 Roulli First fitret.

have not tried

Our Delicious
Ice Cream
you should order a
sample at once.
OUT OF TOWN ORDERS
PROMPTLY FILLED.

The Matthew Dairy
510 North 3rd Street.
Office Plume. 420. Farm
Phone IOW7.

I

MM

I

and repairing Is one of our specialties.
Making elbows and Joints Is another.
We are expert Plumbers
In all
branches and are noted for doing
good work thoroughly, in a reasonable
time, for a reasonable price. We use
only the best materials and employ
only the most reliable
help. We
should be pleaded If you will favor us
with you. next plumbing Job. You
won't regret It.

s--

.

or

FARR

COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail

n vbksb am)

oK.ai.KB

salt

atavare

a Spcetalt
For Cattle and Hoga the Biggest
Plica I Paid.
bnwag

Mar-V- at

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY

Wholesale Merchants

LEPER

nl

WM.

THE

Wool, Hktea and Palta

Plumbing
SCIENTIFIC

a Specialty.

ALBtTQlTKHUlTE

CONSOLIDATED

P. A. SMITH.

909

N.

1st.

Phone 657

Thos.F. Keleher

VsSOAS

LIQUOR CO.

to Mel 11
ad Berber 111
Otosst

SANITARY

Connecting Ranges,
Steam Heating,
Gas, Water and
Sewage Plumbing,
All Work Guaranteed

LAS

WHOI.ESAIJB

WINES,

DCALKIU

IN

LIQUORS & CIGARS

We handle e.erythlng la oar Hue. Writ
tor Illustrated Cataloga sag Prto Uk
issued to dealers onlr.
Talapboa 111

CORNSJR FIRST

ST. ANO COPPe

A VBV

DRS. COPP & PETTIT
DENTISTS.
Room 12 N. T. Arm i jo Bldg.
Phone 547.

LEATHER AND FINDINGS
HARNESS, SXDBLKB. PAINTS, KTfl

B. H. BRIGGS & CO

408 West Central Ave.

DRUGGISTS
Pi1 ee rliers of

FRANK A. STEPHENS
Contractor and Builder
Wit

0t?totljF

Aleve

rae

Plsaraaaay,

Cm. OaM aseS

fins

THIRD 8TRJU.

MEAT MARKET

isle All Kinds ol Fresh aad Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
WINDOW SfeAM
KM1L KLKISWORT.
In stock and mad
to order, lowest Masonic Building. North Third Street
prices. Sstlsfaction guaranteed. Futren e Furniture Co.
ARTHUR E.
I

WALKER

Insuraaoe.

t.
VENICE OF AMERICA
Building
Finest Beach Resort In the World sit H wast ueatrai
Bathing, boati.ig, Fishing, Danc
ing dally, free concerta, etc.
XOTIOIk
villar and Bungalows olean, cool
ARE Y017 untStí IYI VI, Ptco Tt
and complete, $17.60 to $16.00 per VISIT OR TO SHOP? IF BO. THK
Apply villa Office, Venice, GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL IS TUB
month.
' PLACE TO STOP.
California.
IN THJC HEART
OF EVERYTHING. FOUR BLOCKS
FROM UNION éfTATIOM.
RATkm
A full line of Loaded Shot WC TO 1.00, EUROPEAN PLAN.
NTREKT CARS PASS TO AND FROM
Gun Shells at Mcintosh Hard- DEPOT. U. 1É. M'onv PiioPMiin.
TOR.
Asexx-tatkft-

ware Co.'s.

Try

a Morning Journal Want!

RESULTS!
RESULTS 1
Journal Want Ads Get Results! Try a Morning Journal Want!
Try a Morning Journal Want!

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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morning journal
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Journal Publishing Co.
D.
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SWORN CI KG 1 1 .AH o N .
Territory of New Mexico.
County of Bernalillo.--s- s.
P. 8. Boucher, appearing before
and flist oeing duly sworn.
....i uvi th-i- t he is tiuoees.
manager of The Jourtiul Publishing
Company of Aliumueruue, New Mexthe month of
ico, fend that during
an average of 4.461 copie
April.
of The Albuquerque Morning .'ournsl
ware printed and circulated each dev.
(Signed) D 8. BOUCHMt

I

may consider this a very fair speci- children, one a teacher In the public
men of the material sold as pure achoola and one in the t'nlted Ptates
Navy.
el'k
they
When they came to separate
MlM Crooka describes the training
dischools maintained by textile manu- fi.und it not necessary to get
Price drew
facturer and their artless point Of vorce decree .judicially.
view. Indicated by their prime law, up an agreement deeding to his wife
"The best manufacturer la the one a farm and all their personal propwho Ik moat slick, who can weight hla erty. In consideration of which she it
to relinquish fell claims Against him
goodf moil without showing."
iind to furnish a home for the chilIf you are a republican, and living dren not yet of ge. Thl was signed
In Albuquerque, you should not let thy Mrs. Price and recorded in
the
anything; prevent you from going ,H County Hecorder'a office.
the poll and canting your ballot at
That's a much simpler and easier
So far as way. but it will never become popuIhe primary next Monday
concerns the Interests of the people lar with our fhoddy aristocracy, be.
of this county, the result of this con-te- cause it doesri't give them any chame
lll be vastly more Important for notoriety and scandal.
than the result of the president il
(CtkHV because It will mean to the
The hours during which the polls
people of the county the difference of the primaries are to lie kept open
between a free government, and a have been bo arranged that everydespotism of the worst character.
one will KfeV a chance to go and vote
r
without Interfering with
Work
ItXII.ItOMlH AND THE PANIC.
Hut go early
business
Henieinber
there are always some who are Just
Mr. O, C. Barber of Chicago, presiminute too late.
dent of the Diamond Match company,
A WoMH.HI I I, MACHINE.
has discovered that the railroads

...

l0.

Business Manager.
to before w.
aubecrlbcd
Jorn and
notary publ- - In and for the territory and county sforessld, thla ith
gay of May, ia08.
(Signed) H. N PACKEHT.
Notary Public.
TKRMg OY fel RM'BIPTION.
Pally, by rarrlr-r- . one
Dally, by mall. una mntli
.NEW

ALRC4tUKROUB

l M.IMIII

l

at

POfiSIBILlTlKS.

The London Statist, a financial
Journal which has the world for Its
field. discusses the present depression
In the rnlted States, Its causes find
the certainty of prompt recovery, In
a manner that la not only Interesting,
but also highly encouraging by reason
of the fact which It makes clear that
the bualnesa men and financ iers of
the old world regard tlte idea of any
times" in this
"hard
permanent
country out of the question by reason
of Ihe practically unlimited posstblll-tle- s
which we possess In our bound-I- .
nntnrnl resourc .. Here Is a
sample paragraph:
of the
'The continued progresa
1'nlted States would be much nior.
doubtful did the ountry not posses
unlimited power of expanding its agPut II Is not withricultural output
in a!ht of the period In which It will
riot be able enormously to incrcuse
Its output of foodstuffs. In the wst
and in the south there are very large
districts fetlH awaiting cultivation, and
liy
these districts are supplemented
great tract of land where Irrigation
More-fer- ,
stages
Is only In lt initial
after the whole country Is
brought under cultivation by what Is
known as extepslce farming, the resort to Intensive rnrmltiR may enable
le to double tl t production possible
The agunder the present syatem
ricultural land of the- 1'nlted states
are among the most fertile in the
whole world, and fel wheat is produced at the rate or nnlj fifteen bushLasl year the yield
els to the acre
and
waa only fourteen
bushels. This degree of fruitlessness
tat only one-Ha- lf
that attained in Ureal
Britain. The possible increuae In th
agricultural, mineral nnd manufacturnitty Is. for all
ing wealth of th
practical purnoaee. unlimited."

OIOS'

McKlnley county bonda, SO.OOO graft;
in tour years, misapplied county
lunds, bad roada and ruined school t
botara to return In Bernalillo county?
The voter wotteth not. The appruacn- Ing primaries are to put Mr. iiuboell
into such deep oblivion that even ih
evening Instrument Won't be able tul
llah him out.

the

Second
Fiddle

Little Wlllard
is a banker
Owned

...

by Don

THEY a it

Francisco Hubbell:
Little Wlllard
Has a hankering to get in
Orievous trouble;
Little Wlllard wants the
Funds inside his
Little till;
When the gladaotns
liante is over
Llttfe Wlllard
Will be

getting arraid now that
the weight oi the skyscrapers will
sink New York under the water. The1
rapid development of the airship In--;
duatry will make it pomlble, however,
(o hitch balloons to the top oi eacn
new butlumg end thua p.Vveiit nn
l utahtrophe,
while ull business men
will take
the added precaution ui
Wrarlng life preset vers while at fVoraj
lit their officea.

i

nutty

'

on 160
acres of t land with $1000
worth of improvements.
Relinquishment

A

in

snap. Also Bargains
residence property and
city lots.

f
RIO GRANDE VALLEY LAND

played.

COMPANY
JOHN HOKItADAIIdS, Agent.
Officer Tnrrd ami eUold Ave.

STEIN BLOCH
AND
j

KUPPENHEIMER

'

CLIFF-Jt'MPIN-

What the Editors

SUITS

Maloy's

to be seen in our
Second Street windows.

Are

I

of the Southwest

Are Saying

THAT THE Independence party
g
will
convention hud a
probably se rve to clinch Its tille ti
consei vatiam.

--

Bit Y AN

ORB Every Day.
Candidates continue to multiply on
some the fat e of the earth. Bisbee
Neve

He-vie-

'

-

W

IF THAT WAS nally tin atic mpt to
assassinate Tail It was ill considered,
Anyone' know.' It would take nnthtttfl
less than a 13 Inch con to de molish
Bit, km.

in re s tin- - Prestige and Standing?
Andrews got thrown down In Santa'

w liars me matter

county

j

v

Ronwell Kecord.

--

ting W ith Hie BrIIM.
Thl tinie has arrived wlien office
seekers muy begin to make tlietn goo
I

NEW
iilKK woni.iii found u
In
eleven Cunt
bunch of diamond
.i ll, ref ,.),,.Mi. vlie hoeiohl Ml !i ftra
eery. The ordinary cqnaumer d'coV- V
oi
ir ,i rtlrTaronl va riel
a
rWO CARLOApl of sc'hce.d desks
have arrived in Tucson, according to;
You eiiii almost
the Tucson Citizen.
see the eyes of Francisco and Eslavio
A

1

Has One

Bisbee
I

HP.

use
of the
tcteiiity the only
feheath gown in New York Is to afford
hot weather relief to the overworked

press agenta.

have everything you
need for preserving.

JVe

FOR

THE BEST FRUIT.
FRESH EVERY MORNING

MEN

sizes of Fruit Jars, Jelly
Glasses, Parafine, Rubbers.

$16 50

to $30.

All

4

Springer

Stoc

kman.

OPENING

DAY FOR

YOUMAN'S

DERBY,

AUGUST 7TH.

in.,

t IiumiIc Condition,
The Laa VegM optic, thinks Colonel
Mux is iri iiw'lna a ootilect Ic over the
"THE WEATHER In TucBon," Ifl it torn afl'alrs have taken In republican
from circles of NOW Mexico. Koswell Hec
large headline In a
that city. Close- investigation shows old.
that the paper Is printed un asbestos.
-

B.

of Solonionvllle, Ariz.,
purchased the liasliie.'S eif the
FIKST,

has
Holbrook Mercantile company.
petitors look on the newcomer's

Com-

I'aso "Peaches."
The El Paso peaches

and

we

r
tn eioile-l'f,
e.n
stand that we refer to peaches thatj
grow on trees other than fitmily tree-.-eararel Bit tt . ,eiee

-

measure It) Inches in circumference
BICHA HI) PAPE, of St. Eouls whecjund are the Juiciest, sweeetest grown.
They are much finer than peaches
went bug house in u dyeing establishment, lives In á perpetual rainbow grown In Delaware. Maryland und
Many o man who painted the town tieorgla - El Paso Times.
ted has shared this experience.

A. J.

E. L. Washburn I

Company
122 S. 2d.

IIP

L. B.

PUTNEY
ABLISMED

W. Gold.

aaaat tor
AIHKQUKRUITR

spiritualism Is
a Michigan
The Judge better look out or
have his foot In It up to the
his head. Inclusive.
BELIEF

of insanity,

in

says

MHeaeil W astas
W

MUM

Journal Want Ads Get Results! Try a Morning Journal Want!

a sign
Judge.
he will

top of,

capacious
HIDING BEHIND tinof Mr. Andrews, Utile Wlllard
sllOHT ON' HATH Hits.
According to New York, papers, Mr. and Don Francisco would fnln reach
county
Shouts, the president of the interbor-oug- h stealthily forth and (,'rab the
not
are
In the course of an address to the
days
But
these
of
Bernullllo.
traction system, has adopted a
It y park board, a few days ago, the
duys.
plan of full publicity for Occidents. like those
mayor of Kansas City said:
The new rules require all delays and
THE ATTACK of the Evening In'Actual Investigation has shown all cases of personal Injury to be telgovernment
on the "good
strument
In
City
that
that portion of Kunsas
ephoned promptly by the local offi- crowd" will hardly make a hit with
Avenue, cers
bounded by tllllis, (lrand
to the press associations.
Mr. (he taxpayer who has been watching
Fifth and the rlve-r- , there- are four
of
the
administration
a business
belie ves that secrecy und
Shouts
tit
thousand people, und but eight bath
suppression
do county.
tempted
or
evasion
tubs."
mote- harm than good, und that
the
having
Is
It has to be admitted that the may
again
FRANCISCO
Is to give
e
or's statement shows a decided pain tty Wgy to inspire confidence
of free furniture for the
dreams
of the fae llltles for ablution, especial the public alt the facts In accident
of La Hande ra Americuna and lig
cases.
ures on embarking again (n the preitlt-abl- e
ly In an age when the bath tub
Is
Some of the big railroads of the
school desk business. Hlavlu has
recognizee! us one of the conspicuous
blossoms of civilization, but still, It country hate been practicing the pub- roseate visions of school visits, 340
year, at $: per
muy take- eiff the wire edge of the sit- licity plan for some time past, and days In the calendar
A Dream nothing but a
And that It works satisfactorily.
visit.
It
The only possible chance for a uation, in a measure, to remember gratilles the nubile desire to know
Voter,
Mr.
FBANC1SCO.
DON
Hubbell victory in Albueiuerque next that a large number of good people
and consequences of the
hate managed to preserve- a reason
you have sat down OR antl
carewhom
Monday, will lee through theut the- polls,
without accident, and avoids the aggravating squashed several linte-lessness er Indifference of republican able degree of cleanliness,
exaggerations which always follow an
ablethe hint.
to
take
ever
a
seeing
lulu
not
bath
tiorc
tub.
has
voters, nnd this will be almost entire
attempt at concealment.
You can put the final kibosh on tho
ly among ttnee republicans who have
pestiferous exponent of gang rule In
Only three days till the
primary
come here durltlE the last two or Olee tlon
The polls ut the primaries Monday Bernalillo county If you will get out
Every republlcun in thi
three years. Those- who have llvrd county who believes In honest
will be open frum 4 In the
and vote at the coming primaries.
at' till
here lornr enoiiah to know what the decent
9 In the evening, without
any
gl-government
should
the
luxury of Hubbelilsm costs will not the- incest of
ABE THE HALCYON days-oIt is the Imperative
his time to the cause. Th Intermission
out their flnaers on tin- buzz saw to
to be gained abundantly wairani' duty of every republican In town to
end
find out If It's going They will take
Do tour share In
the effort.
to Vote.
no chances. The burnt child dreads work of ureur-lnthe voters of yftwr
fire.
We notic e with ideosuree that the
neighboihood to IheImpórtameof
Santa Ft- Hallway company Is filling1
the occasion.
up the "frog pond" on Its property j
HO Vol' KNOW WHAT YOI WEll
the- i rack, north of Central
ndjolning
WIM. VOTE nH TAUT.
A' recent
avenue--an- d
report, the result of
It is no more than fair
year's painstaking research made by
For our part, says the New York to remark, by the way, that this acMi's N'elli. Crooks, an expert in tex- Sun. which Is not a republican paper. tion Is strictly characteristic
of a
tile, gives these alarming particu we are more Convinced than ever corporation which never hesltatea to
lars:
little more, in
that Mr Tuft will get the gnat bulk de its full share or
We tried pure white wool, price 4 7 of the intelligent
labor vote. The every public movement for the procents a yard, and found it to lie all natural and human inclination of la- motion of the useful or the beautiful.
the com- bor Is to vote for an honfwt man
wool. To understand
Mrs. Douglas (Blbert, aged seventy-threposition we examined it microscopic There is nothing In any part of Mr.
of Hans, III., the oldest person
felly and found It to be made- of shod Tail's career that does not stamp him
twice eeti as a man of the llrsl Integrity. He to participate In the annual world's
ly. or wool that Is named
the sheep's hoi-k- . ' That is to say. has never committed an act In his spelling match In connection with the
the wool had been Woven before and life that would warrant labor in Winona Lake Assembly progrsmme,
when worn out cut Into rags. Th
his sincerity, unless it be won first honors and was awarded a
The uuthor of the
and
been
t
burnt
have
cotton threads
But he recently joined a labor union. priie of t "
s
Shay'' would be excused
Wool had been reapun That he probably could not help, it
the remaining
.
It was of pure wool, but Is only too likely that his better judg- should he look down from the renlms
and
showed the broken ment was prevalb-- against by some of bliss long enough to say "I told
mlcrosreepe
the
you so u boss can trot, for all he's
only to unholy Insistence of pricedent.
.reda which could belong
"Noshoddy, flhoddy Is of many kinds and blesse oblige," as the nobtemsn st sea old."
LOOK wi l l nuil are JVHT AH
often can be detected by the foreign remarked when he had to look over
OOOD AS THEY IXKIK.
Attorney (lenerol Bonaparte warns
fibers when tested under the micro the rail.
Tliey
he
In
they
have Hie right shape to
wool
banks
national
an
Oklahoma
It
that
all
but when
fit tice foot comfortably from
in cannot legally Join In the guarantee-of-elepoelThe cause of good government
shoddy It Is difficult to tell.
the
and will stand the
In
scheme contemplated
Washing and boiling 12 rent muslin Hernallllo county will be all right If
kind of wear.
for fS minutes In very hot water gave the friends of the cause turn out and the new Constitution. And the New
They are as snappy and well
surprising results. A piece 42 Inches vote, but If many of them neglect York World soys. If Congress were tn
finished as footwear for crown
long and the full width of the goods their duty under the Impreealon that authorise such action l( would become
legal
rople.
but
venturesome.
well
as
Just
will
be
ennHgh
me,"
"there
Inches.
without
t
shrank
vawait and see how the
ft tO
$ .85 lee si mi
As silk la the most expensive raw It may be all wrong.
1.00 to iM
HV to It
rieties of governmental experiment In
flhr It la more subject to adultera- 9.2ft
I.Sft t
A KIMPLklt WAY.
the Oklahoma Constitution work In
114 to S
Hon than any other. The most com
I --mi
f.i S.M
practica.
24 to
mon methods are to mix It with cot
K
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Price of
ton or ramie and actually to weight
The Teitlle
World, for August,
have separated, their divorce
the silk threads with augar, starch or
the first
the kind known In scores the present national adminisMost of this weighting
mineral Ball
They never married by any tration severely, because It has been
j Indiana,
I
religious or civil rite, but have been purchasing the cloth for soldiers' uniliving together under a common law forms In the Philippines from British
4
per
weighted
silk wa
I
But won't Uncle Joe
tin. MBk threads marriage agreement made In Cantor msnufacturers
icetal
;nit twenty years ago They have five howl when he finds out?
-

bulk

-
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HAVE
YOU ANY PRINTING
TROUBLES

9

dn-um- .

-

ufte-rnoo-

leu-a- i

I

11

e,

Our
Children's

"One-Hiti-

DON'T let your printing bother you! Make it
a source of profit let it represent you Your
business demands the BEST printing We do
only that kind of printing.
If your printing is costing you too much
money if you have had delays in the delivery of your orders if you are not satisfied with the
"other fellow" We wan't you to either phone us or call
at our office and see what we CAN and WILL do.
You can obviate all possibility of delay or dissatisfaction by having us print your Letter Heads, Bill Heads,
Envelopes, Cards, Record Sheets, Sale Sheets, Memo
Sheets, Credit Slips, Sale Books, ,Loose Leaf Sheets
Card System forms, in fact everything for the office.
Also Briefs, Abstracts, Legal Forms of all kinds, Mining
Forms, Railroad Forms, Booklets, Pamphlets, Folders,
Coupon Books, Tickets, Window Cards, Circulars, Posters, Hangers, etc., etc.
We can furnish you with ideas and designs for special advertising matter, and do the printing of ANYTHING you want or could possibly need, no matter what
See us or phone us before you place your orders for
Printing and ynu will find you have made a good investment by having us do your work.

weiv-en-

Shoes

is

-- i

'

lfelt

a

I

fifty-seve- n

Maloy

514 West Central Ave.
Phone 72.

'

I

THE VERY BEST CANE
SUGAR.

Keview.

.

interesting

glisten as they read thi
announcement.

lil

B'J" t"i'vb

.

j

wmi

SUITS

HAS oeen initiate.: ;nto the

order ol Ak Sar lie n. Thera is
tiling about this that sounds strangely like the order of Haus-Be-n- .

pl-'-

,

CLOTHING
Our new line of Fall
Clothing for Men and
Boys is now being dis- -

111.

j

i

For Sale

(

canned the late financial stringency
All the mnveitiMits of
and its resultant Industrial depression.
by a
"Our recent adversity," soys Mr, Bar- are represented
ber, "came when the prosperity
of astronomical clock which
Ho- railroads was most pronounced. It placed on public view at
can Muse-urof Notural
was augmented when It was discovby Dr.
It whs designed
ered that there was not sufficient New York
money in the world to keep up with Herman i '. tlumpus, the director of
the inflation of alue Incident to the the institution and is the result of
mt i, initiation of railroad stocks. W months of experiment
It not only hows the dally rotation
da not believe that we
uoln can
have the full measure of prosperity! of the earth upon Its axes but the
until the railroad are conducted in motion about the sun. and also demharmony with the Immutable law of onstrates throSftl all the year the
of
.
political economy.
.
All changes which cause the march
financial panics which have occurred Ihe seasons.
1 M earth Is represented
by u globe- ru e the panic of '57
have been,
Fluted bv railroad manipulation and of paper composition four feet In di
Inflation of values, bolstered up by ammer, w hile the sun Is u sterenptl.
ed at a dlstunce of ten feet,
borrowed money, or Inflated circula- - '
'"' "flit from the stereoptlcon shines
lion of currency, until they reach-- d
a point that further inflation was itn- - "POR 'he !here in such a manner as
sever :, ij to lllumlnute half of It ut a time. The
possible then
ame the
shado w of a wire which is back of
ra shea."
Itut ihe Kansas City Journal it ;lte the lens colresponds to the meridian
ut of Mr Barbe.'i of New York
takes thi wind
The earth lr caused to revolve
peculiar proposition, and at the at l
lime out of his reputation as a finan- means of u slnfi which derives Us
' Howard ateeplt
cie i historian, when It calls attention power from a fctnt
to the well known fact that panics clock. Tills shall passes through a
occurred in this country with the woolen tunnel und communicates Its
same regularity before the rallruada power to bevel geai, which cause the
changing
Its
were built as they have come since, sphere to he- a way
and that political economists, states- poise.
By watching the meridian shadow
men nnd financiers alike have attribthe
observer can always tell the time
to
practically
the
uted all of ihem
of day with mathematical uccuracy.
same combination of causes and
No device of Ita kind has ever been
too numerous for mention, but none of them In any wise exhibited lo u museum for the Instruc
connected with the conduct of the tion of the public, and this astronom
leal clock rivals in Its accuracy and
railroads
In tin- painstaking way In which It la
Those republicans who arc In fuvor constructed tin- most delicate llistrti
of the maintenance of good govern- ments to be seen In well equipped ob
ment In this county should not for o serva torlee,
moment luxe sight of the fact that
tloleader on the other side is the
The republican
primaries will be
shrewdest politician in New Mexico, held next Monday. August lath, and
und the contest In which he la now the result will dete rmine whether we
engaged Is u fight for life, and there- shall continue to have government by
fore you may be sure he will leave tin- people In Bernalillo county, or by
no stone unturned.
For that reason Frank Hubbell.
the friends of good government shop'
all h up and doing.
ACCIDENTS AND 1M BI.ICITY.
-

NEW

K

ha
A NEVADA girl named Dollái
a man named Sentí. Where-- ;
mauled
Inch Is a dead
THE ASSESSMENT
lui.the Ulobe silver belt lemaiKeu:
letter lii this county.
Very small cnang? tnui." Probably
tnouglit mat ir she "takes cure Ol
CoCNT ZEPPK1.IN would probably
Sentx
the Dollars will take cat e oi
the
family
lost
his
have rather
but did she "Iteep the
themselves.
automobile 'change'.'" ask the Nogales uasis. In
THE
c.uiclusloii it Is probably a safe pre-- !
Is guthetiiiK up a he a'. y toll lately.
diction that there will be cart Wheels
MH. TAFT has Joined, tiie sh.ivelers' In the family ere; long.
Mr. Bryan cojdllhUeS lo cull a
union.
the earth spade
a spade.
remarkable
lias Men
yiTEKK HOW THE mite mention
the Ameri- of Mr. Hubbell causes the toy baiiKei
History in to lose his temper.
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annual Colfax county fair, which it
Is promised will be bigger and better
than ever before. The Colfax County
Stockman says:
The bin Colfax county fair la Jto bej
held In Springer, Wednesday. Thura-- ;
day and Friday, September 16, 17 and!
,18.
It will be the biggest thing Colfax
county hai ever had. Live men. Including Oeorge H. Webster of Clma- ron. H. C. Abbott. Dr. S. Locke. M. N.
Mlkesell, M M. Salaxar and a number
of others are at work, and It la bound
to be a success.
Immediately after the fair the big

BROKEBGOESTG FACE OYSTER BAY SILENT;
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coming-Visible-

man not even George Washington has left a more lasting impression upon
higher laws and institutions than this romantic and handsome young Revolutionary General and Statesman, who died so tragically in a duel at the very
zenith of his tame.
Upon every clause of the Constitution of the United States his individuality is
indelibly stamped. Daniel Webster says of him: "He smote the rock of National resources and abundant streams of revenue gushed forth; he touched the dead corpse
of public credit and it sprung upon its feet."
He believed in protecting the brewing industry, and drank good beer all of his days.

NO

Shouler's History U. St, p. 71,

etc

Sumner's Life

of

Hamilton,

p. 192,

In every glass is health; and what is health but efficiency and power? It comes to
your table a delicious sparkling food a wholesome malt beverage exhaling the aroma
of hop gardens and the fragrant scent of new mown northern barley fields.
The little alcohol in it promotes cheerfulness of mind which is the best of all
medicines. The Lupulin in the hops soothes the nerves and acts as a digestive tonic; while
the juice of the barley contains a high percentage of substantial nutriment.

THE KING OF ALL BOTTLED BEERS

Anheuser-Busc-
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Mounted Soldier of

t'nole

Sana Grin His Mount Already Train,
od Into Docility Without Breaking
Snirii

(Chicago Drovers- journal
The average eavalryman is no.
-

h"""'h"

a

and
km'l,v " breaking his mount to sad- die.
The government, to equip the
cavalry
regiments
with ronulslte
mount is compelled lo draw large
from Ihe unbroken horse of the west
ern ranches, as such animals, when Well Known Official o the Amarkxu
...,
mannered, have nrmritrt trun- ounnhln
I ...... l...r
t'
miuin-.
V "'"'"
mounis ana can lie purchased
at tie- mm -- Succeeded by K L.
Allni
ures much below the values of states BvSMa
bred horses
c ow, tor some years stiper- It has been neceaaary for the gov- - mtendem of
ration for the Amerl- ernment to employ professional horse , an Lumber company In this ciwy and1
breakers to manner
- w consign - who has been connected with the corn-ments before the mounts are assigned I nnny almost since the establishment '
o refrUlar service.
The hreaklng of 0f the plant In Albuquerque, yestcr- HUGECROWDSATTHE these
horses under the rough ranch day severed hi
connection with the
me hods often sours their disposl.ions
company and w
and makes them unreliable and diffi- - , lho m.ar lul,lrP. ave Albuquerque
cult to manage. To meet conditions
. .. on.
Mr. ft I, F.vms who
'
that are annuallv becoming more at- nectcri with
TEMPTATION
the company In the pat
-- .......
a
i
.'h,.
capacities, has been a- to
Whé"lpídted to .III the vacancy and mm
SS?
Hi.miH inn ne oroKcn to sandio before being assigned to service. take charge of the otfloe at once,
Mr. Cowlcs has for some time past
Golden Rule Management Kept
Old Fort Iteno has been nnlnii.il
been preparing to leave Albuquerque
,,.
, .,
on., of ,h
Till S
Busy From Morning
"M
some time ago was not accept
,hn edented
Night on First Day of Great If'1' .h,h "" l
by the management until yesterannually fit for cavalry day.
He has made a great many
A
soon as new stable caii
j mo"nt,,
Bargain EVGnt.
'he built the mannering school will friends in this city and has been one
open. The first nunll will nommlaa of the most active and successful ofThe
The great "Temptation Sale. the good
j
drafted from the res-- ' ficers of the big corporation.
news of his coming departure will be
sale of sales, which promises to out- - 'creations.
These army remount stations are received with very generul regret.
class In every way all previous dry
goods cut price bona tfde sales held In "', Innovation, as such establishments
the city, opened with a rush at the big hv' been In operation with signal M AYT W0III D AR0I ISH
IVi
Ooldin Rule Dry Ooods store yester- - success in Kngland and France, and
i
DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY
day morning. The store was literally "nould the new department
accom- much .n Is expected all horses
jammed from the opening to the clos- - l"mn
It will pay one .lust to
ing hour
Ug
wl",
,lini ZsuMíLm p,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 10
Cavalry hornea
Into thi Oniden Rule and take a good nf '"mount stations.
,.fu,.
svi..... '"
usu"y
an average of seven years.
the
tooK at
crowds. Marshall Field's
I
T
,..
.
.
.. th..v nr.' ......a.,
rec ntcago iieiiartmeni store op a naiur- - when
",,..,1110, a0 nnij
n,'w mounts.
day afternoon Isn't In It. A Morning
Mexico City. Aug. . The interest- "
"roncno ousters ll(r f,.j has Jusl been mad ...,KII..
Journal representative wandered into,
to
employed
,...,
manner
new
...,
the
Hmw
mounts. ...... fh
.... u.uit
the "big store with the little prices" T.l.
K ' .
,
. .
..
Til
"i oreasing the young endeavoring to persuade the
yesterday afternoon and the crowd '
,'"
Mexlcun
- government to
"rs'' s . !"'Hrt
H,,,r" vvl" b''
was .so dense he had difficulty getting
Join II in establishing
"P
out. Kvery one seemed to he buying
.
T " """"' '" "'"ones wnirn the rule that no asylum should
he
courage ami ability I recognised when political Olfe
" "t,i"!,
something. Th, secret of the "Temp- is
nbjv',u,"r
The
mannersought
protection in foreign legations
tatlon Sale" Is that the prices aro',
,n
ue
unuer
or
ex
..is
ine
oireciKm
or consulates.
chopped so recklessly thai the temp- pert civilians.
It lH declared that on May 21 last
tation to buy. Just can't be resisted. Is discovered theWhen an. Incorrigible
In- the Haytlen government mad'.- attéh a
animal will be
Fifty salespeople were kept on the spected
condemned. A rebellious. riilnur and wanted M..vi. o .0 .,,i 1..
jump all day attending to the wants stubborn and
horse throws the whole regl- - welght that a precedent might he es
merit Into confusion when prud e nt; tablished. The state department
.
here
..
Saturday will be the big day for; army evolutions.
The cava , r man wl refused ti consider the proffer.
wash goods at cut pr ees. Flity pieces h
.
.
of fine wash goods In .awns, batistes to s
'"IN"'1

I

V

'''"";

T

-

"!u"n

j

.
.
Dr. K. J
H. Collier. Sam Pickard.
Alger, Roy
McDonald,
Kraak H.
Moore, A. B. Stroup. Sidney I'arth.
HenSon Newell, M. O. t'hadbournc.
Melville Summers, Herbert
lirooks.
A. B. McGaffey, Clark M Carr and R

TENUIS LOVERS HAVE

ORGANIZED
A

Putney.
The courts, which will likely Je
four In number, wlli be laid out In
the vicinity of Robinson
park, and
will be constructed along the most
modern lines. Ladies are to be received as members, and It Is undei
stood quite a number of feminine ten
nls playera will enrol' themselves. The
Initiation fee for gentlemen is $,
and for ladles S, Tin dues will hi
r0 cents a month. Tournaments art
to be arranged between members of
the club and 'atyr with mitsld" teams
and It is expected the organization will
do much to make the game popular
in this city,
it Is hoped that a series
of games may be arranged for. the
exposition this fall. If this Is done
It will add a most attractive
feature
lo the program of sports.
There Is
nothing prettier nor more exciting
than a good tennis tournament.
Albuquerque has some skilled player,
and games with teams from other
cities can probably
be easily arranged.

GLUE

of Organization

Which

Will

In

i

i

Wholesale Delivery at Clayton
Includes Notorious Criminal
Indicted For Horse Stealing,

S,'.

.

KWm

"t

j

Albuquerque,

Last night at the office of Mayor
Felix H. Lester a large number of

tennis enthusiasts, after a short meeting, organized S'.club which si arts off
with a charter membership of twenty-siand whlch",1Wll grow In numbers
rapidly, a many other devotees of
the game have Expressed their Intention to Join tljfc club. The officers
elected last nlgty are; n. h. Collier,
president; Roy;V. Stamm, secretary
and treasurer,
The following committees were appointed:
Committee oik the construction and'
equipment
of ''courts Dr. Robert!
Smart, Herbert.'?. Raynolds and Boy
Stamm.
Committee op
and court
rules F. H. Lester, Raymond Stamm
and Howard Crke.
The charter
embers of the cluh
are as follows; H F. Ilaynolds, Roy
Lester.
A. Stamm, F H
Howard
Clarke, John Lei Clarke. Dr. Rob, ri
Smart, Ros
M.
Merritt, Charles
White, Julius Staah. Uerry Johnson.
I). D. Bmnson. Raymond Stamm, It.
x

,

P,d

Maawfcrh lo
Fe, N M

Hcrtle Williams 10 In the federal
court today.
Watts, who Is a Offal
Northern
lirakeman, secitn d a pus for his wife
and gave ,lt to the Williams woman.
Both were Indicted.
This was the
first conviction of this kind ever secured In Montana.

tial-lego-

C

h..
,,, ,,,

Colond

Vila- -

Near Death.

Mudlaon, Wis., Aug.
tion of Colonel
William

condi-

Vila has
shown hardly any Improvement for
ten days and his family and friends
now fear thai he may not recover. He
remains In' an unconscious condition
most of the time.

Orino Laxative cure

chronic

Men In Cliargv of Annual BMftl IHf ' "'"'I'atlon by stimulating the liver
laic It Will He Biggest Hilug of "'", bowels, and restores the natursl
Kind F.ver Held In Northern New,ai',lon of t,u' bowels. Foley's Orino
Laxative does not nauseate or gripe
Mexico.
land Is mild and pleasant to take. Re
Sold
by J. H.
The people of Springer are busy fute
these da,v with preparation for their
--

CONSULS ACCUSED OF
HELPING INSURGENTS

Il'relgn ReprcHcntulhe Blamed for
Interfering In ttrjttdursn rprl-lnManagua, Nicaragua, Aug. H. The
Nlcaraguaii government hHs placed
funds In Mexico so as to enable
students to leave fi'uatemala
where It Is said they have been persecuted. The people of NicnrsguH are
gra lllM by the (Torts that have been
made b the United Slntes to obtain
the freedom of the students.
revolutionists who have taken
refuge here declare that the cnhsular
officials
at Celbn participated with
sai vu dm can ami HuatemAtans In the
recent revolution in Honduras.
g.

Nlcs-ragua-

Hon-dura-

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
BEIjKN

IS

MILKS SOUTH OF

THIKTY-ON-

l

Hi 01

THE BELEN TOWNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT
Belen, New Mexico, lies

In

I

ltl

I

Located on the Belen

Cut-O- ff

of the A. T. & S. F. Railway

NKW MKXUX), ON TIIF. MAIN MMF. OF THK SANTit FE BYBTRM liKADIllO EAST AND WfcHT FROM CHICAGO,
IX
SAN FRANCISCO AND OLD MKXICO.

COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN TO WfvSITE

1,000 BUSINESS

AND

RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT.

KANSAS

CITY

AND

GALVIMTON

AND STREETS
of all classes, patent Roller Mills, a Winery, the

BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING
LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND
AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST
WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
Tlie Santa Fe Railway Company lias here the largest terminal yards on Its system from Chicago to California
which with an elegant Harvey Fating Houae, a commodious depot, mall and expresa office; roundhouse
:

The Iota offered for sale adjoin the depot grounds and Harvey Eating Houae; streets graded, sldewalka laid out; shade tree is, etc.
CASH; BALANCE ON NOTE AND MORTGAUE PROM ONE TO TWO YEARS AT ft PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE PERFECT. WARRANTY

ONE-THIR-

DEEDS GIVEN

WRITE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATIONS
JOHN

iiKCHFH

Uawl

Wire

Aug.
President
Itooseveli remained at home today
and no statements of any Kind came
from the chief executive.
only
Mis
visitor was Jacob Rlls from New
York, who arrived this evening and
will be guest of the president
over
night. Tomorrow the president will
have a rettl strenuous day with a political conference and a conference on
the West point cadet case on hh
.

CHAPIN MAKES NOISE
LIKE A CANDIDATE
Prohibition Slumlord Bearer Carrie
War Into Mr. Bryan's BaKwtok,
Lincoln. Neb., Aug. fi. Lugeu
Chatln. prohibition
candidate
for
president. In an address at the
assembly tonight said he had
Iluté sympathy with the county on
tlon or any other movement looking
to the suppression of the liquor Li's
lie that fell shor' of nation wide prohibitions He connects the liquor traille with lave holding and lotted'",
and predicted thai within the present
generation the government woutd oui-InIt
Mr. Chhfin will remain In
Llnrol.i several days and Is expected
to tneke a call upon W. J. Bryan.

BATTLING ROBINSON
CHAMPION OF NAVY
I'm

Roll tul Until in Mare aland settles Pugilistic supremacy of Fleet.

Vallejo,
Aug.
Cal..
Battling
Robinson, of the cruiser California,
tonight won the heavyweight championship of the navy by knocking out
Arthur Holmes, of the cruiser Maryland In the fifth round. The light was
a hard "ne and both men were badly punished.
Robinson put Holmes
out with a right swing to the Jaw.
Robinson was favored in the belting
at odds of ti .0 I.V The fight ww
witnessed hy j.óihi men und offlcei
on board Hi. Maryland but there were
no civilians present

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

n

FRIGHTFUL
PERMITTED

JhaÉIÉ

IN

IS

PRESCOTT

(Prese ntí Journal-Miner- .
I
are the authorities of Prei-cot- i
and Tuva pal couaty going to take
cofnuMUicc r the brutality which al
mu monthly transpires In dark and
dank cellars of Prescott business
lidiáis in the shape of fights to the
rtenth between a poor badger, confined In a barrel or box without food
or drink, or even a decent supply of
fresh air. and then Jerked mil Into the
loathsomi, dimly lighted cellar into
Ihe very tcolh of a Here- - hound, Such
a scene was witnessed last evening.
Just us the shades of night were fall
Ing rest, ind the pretty stars were
pepping from the blue canopy of
heaven. It was u scene, that which
drew the Isughter and Jeers of a huu
died men In Joe Dillon s cellar. wh. h
mu. hsv" made the angela weep. It
would hsvfc taken more than a Dickens, or 14 Thackeray, or even P.dgai
A linn
Pre In his most morbid flight
t
have done justice to thai scene.
Th'k of Oeorge Ituffner, the .un
dortaker, standing with a hull chain
In his hand, pulling hack with all hi
mighty strength (o keep the baying
bl
Ihound from tearing the box to
pieces in his mad desire to get at that
panting badger within the Hall but
almost sir tight walls.
Think or an
Immigrant theatrical man. one Marvo
who has been mystifying thousanda at
the F.lks' theater this week, standing
hy Rufftu r'H side with another end or
a chain In his hand, watting for the
signal to spring the door and Jerk the
poor badgered badger Into the dim
light and the teeth of the Blmon
e
best awaiting hint. Think of a
creature called "Missouri" for short.
standing Just behind theae two. with
pistol cocked and ready ,to give the
signal to spring the trap, and yet bagging for just a moment' more time In
Which to egg on some bettor In the
crowd to take lust twenty dollars more
of his money that the badge, would
whip the dog In ten mlnutea.
Whe.i

WM. M. BERGER,

Mecrdary.

Wrong End to.
An Oregon specialist has t
that nervous prostration can
by great muacular activity,
ently he haa yet to laarn
nnnie

tlon.

w.in

BRUTALITY

Le-gle-

WIDt AVENUES

It lias fine shade trees and a bcaiilirul lake, School Hnuace, Chun lies, a Commercial Club, Mercantile Store
arw Hotel Helen, with all modern improvement; restaurants. Brick Yard, two Lumber Yarda, etc, etc, etc
ALL FAST
POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO

the valley of the Rio Ornnde.

for eighteen stalls; tracks to accommodate
,SSS cars.
THE PR1CKH OF LOTS ARE LOW TERMS EASY.

Hay.

-
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by-la-
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the Murnlnc Journal.
Santa
Aug. 6. According
to advices received todav by Captain
Fred Fornolt of the mounted police,
leven prisoners escaped from the Union county Jail Tuesday night.
The
prisoners secured an axe anil h saw,
ut through the bar of their cages
and chopped their way to liberty
through the outer wall. Sheriff
n
of I'nion county and Mounted
Polio-maBhal are on the trail of
the fugitives and officers in Colorado .v.
struct his mount In field work. It Is
and New Mexico generally have been at 5 cents per yard.
the province of the civilian trainer to
lOUfied to I on the lookout for the
,
.
be "Hal, y Day." Xo!,,,hn,.
Wednesday- will
.....
.... ,
v
iimooeis
nCn,
Among ihe men who escaped need to save money
l,u
tot
shoe
to
lln(1r
HEAVY FINE F0RAUT0
an(
soldier Is
are James A. Johnston, a notorious the baby now. You can get the shoes t.xprc,P(, tu
,n
hH
th),
traln
PASS LAW VIOLATION horse thief, who wag Indicted on six and everything else the baby needs at 0f war
counts for stealing horses and defacing bed rock prices.
brands;
Teófilo Sandoval, charged
n.v M. nil nx .four
Npcrlal ImumI Wlre.l
How
lo
Avoid Appendicitis.
cattle stealing; Aniceto Romero PREPARING FOR BIG
Helena. Mont.. Aug. 6 Convicted with W.
Mot
victims
of appendicitis
are
A.
Copper,
and
stealing.
cattle
anti-paon a charge Oí violating the
s
wh0 re habitually constipated.
COLFAX COUNTY FAIR
Ihw, C. C. Watt was fined SKIP) rfnd
Foley's

do Much to Make Game Pop-

ular

!

E.

Charter Members

Twenty-Si- x

SEVEN PRISONERS

By Morning Jmirnrl Riwrtal

.

I

,ie

I

sworn out against him.
Frank H. Hitchcock, chairman of
Dorr succeeded in evading the po- - Iho national republican committee,
lice at San Jose last night and later will come to Sagamore Hill. ami he
at Sania Barbara and arrived In this will discuss the present situation ot
city at 3:30 this afternoon. .
the entire country with Mr. RooseThe police detectives were at the velt
It iK believed thai the situation
Arcade station to meet his train but in New Turk state will also be talked
he escaped arrest by getting off at over and that Mr. Hitchcock' will be
San Fernando station, where he se-- ; made uwait ot tne president's vie,...
cured an automobile and drove at on this subject.
once to the office of his attorneys.
Whether the visit of Secretary of
Dorr was In consultation with law- the Treadury Oeorge B. Cortelyou
yers until 7 o'clock while the city was the president last Tuesday and his
being scoured for him by detectives. visit yesterday to Chairman Hitchcock
Half an hour before the train left for in New fork has any significance In
San Francisco at 7:30 tonight. Judge view of the fact that Mr. Cortelyou
Hunsacker turned Dorr over to tin ha been mentioned as a possible canpolice. The accused broker accepted, didate for the New York state guberservir, of ihe San 'Francisco warrant natorial nomination can not be learnand agreed to go north at once and ed here.
Secretary Wright and r. s. Military
tace the charge
tiled against
him
there. Walter J. Trask. an attorney, Academy Supt. Hugh L Scott will
accompanied Dorr. The latter insist- come to see the president tomorrow,
ed before he left Ho- city, that hoi and It is llkelv that some definite dewould have no trouble in squaring the cision regarding the dlmsissal or reinstatement of the eight West I'oltlt
chaiges made aguinst him.
Cadets will he reached.
It is believed a statement will
be
COWLES RESIGNS AS
made at the conclusion of the conSUPERINTENDENT AT MILLS ference.

BRONCO BUSTING FOR THE
HMITCn OTATCO
dv
OAVALnT
Urslltu o M I to PAWAI
u

Threshed Out,

(Br Morning Journal daedal lennnl Wlre.l
Los Angeles. Cal.. Aug. Í. Frederick Dorr, the stock broker, whose
offices in this and other cities of. the
west were recently closed because of
,mrt , ml,p, ob
apfed faur(. nl
ligations. Is being taken buck tonight
to San Francisco, where a warrant
Of the alleged embexxlement of $14.- 00 worth of Wall street securities was hands.

r
H.

the association wore elected, and
C. Abbott was chosen manager
The
entire quota was chosen from this
ty for the rcasgn that much work
require ine ai- ",e"tlnnm of menwhich
on the ground,
and
,ne nexi ,lst " officers and directors
w
be chosen from the entire county,
Nw buildings, stock pens, sheds,
's,n1'8 IU"' "tll,r improvements arc to
be placed on the arounds.
The premium "1st will be large, and
a great effort Is being made for an
'x,'ni,'v display from every section
"i me cuuniy. including agriculture,
horticulture, cattle, sheep, hog, school
work, culinary work, fancy work,
preserves, pickles, jellies, dairy, poultry, and, In fuct. everything will be
nrlmlum "
,,""u

Sftif

qJerque.n.m.

CORKED OR WITH CROWN CAPS

Be -

I

The Natural Drink of America

Bottled Only at the

llT- l-

Plc-kar-

Budweiser

V

,

in

Warrant For
Embezzlement of Customer's

''

OH

in

Los Angeles on

to th(' county' building, where
for prlxex at tho na- ..
eW ..
UUIIKirTiS.
JIM' '"Mill
Mr. Webster in charge, is erecting
a tine building and elaborate grounds.
In and on which it exhibit Will be

Mt will compete
....... III- 'Kit- 1 ' ""'I'll

At the meeting of the board of con- iroi oí tne aixieentn sationai irrl- gatlon congress and exposition held
last night In the congress headquar- tors, Friday of the second week of
the event was set as the date for the
big Montexumn ball, the brilliant so- clal function of the exposition and of
the year In New Mexico.
I lie Aiontcxuma
nail committee was
appointed as follows: Leon Hertxog,
chairman; Dr. K. J. .lger. Sam
J. H. O'Rtrlly. Mr. McCroden.
B. Spitz and Maynard Qunsul.
The board attended to quite mass
of routine business connected with the
approaching exposition, and reports
from all quarter showed that the
preparation, for the event are nov- ing along steadily and systematically
The visitor to the exposition grounds
who has not kept track of the prepa- rations In progress there will he agree.
ubly surprised
The main exposition building, re
modeled rom an old structure, la
practically completed and is hand- some .and imposing In appearance.
Th, horticultural
building Is about
hall linlshed. and machinery hall
needs only .he finishing touches. Work
on the forestry building, the contract
for which was let mime time ago, will
be started at once. The Sarita Fe com- pany has a large Torce of men at work
on the Santa Fe building which will
be one of the most .spacious and handsome on the grounds.
Other work
n,l there is
In nroirves
"Lrener,,l
air of Industry which shows that the
board Is preparing In a business like
way to be ready for the great week
when it arrives.

Hleianoer Hamilton.

REFERENCES: Appleton's Encyclopedia;

DUlldingS aild

posing General Effect

inmmmiiimmtár

Wmmfm

San Franr.isrn Mail AllPCfprl

APrUINTED"6

Work Progressing Rapidly

yv t

B

aasa-- S

COMMITTEE ON GRAND

President Expects Strenuous
Time Today When West
Point Hazing Case Will Be

human beings nervnur
Tucson Star

i

hi
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Clarence Wlgley, bonus clerk in the
Santa Fe mauler mechanic's
office.
left last night on a vacation trip. He
will visit Denver. Colo.. Springs and
Chicago before returning to

,
'

i

M.

Bargains in Hats

que.

Dr. V. 8. Choyney. physician
and
surgeon for the American
Lumber
company at Ketner, Is In the city visPrivate Ambulance.
iting for a few days. Dr. Cheyney was
.
Second
Office Strong Block,
formerly day clerk at Ihe Alvarado
and Copper.
hotel.
Tel. phones, office 75. ResiThere will be a regular meeting of
dence 506.
Adah chapter, Order of the Eastern
and Santa
Supt. Pali-vieStar, at the Masonic temple this even-- j
Barbara tVrcvusrlca.
Ing at 8 o'clock.
By order of the
worthy matron. Temperance Whlt-- I
comb, secretary pro tern.
Rev, A If, Mnndalari, pastor of the
SKATING RINK
OF INTEREST Immaculate Conception church,
left
ITEMS
LOCAL
yesterday for Santa Fe, where he will
Iik Picture- - at H::iO mly. "fllSJIsfll
'
Bird.-a
nuil Juliet."
"Ml
conduct a retreat. Rev. Father Dris-- I
'tl
New
Song.
coll of Denver will officiate during
Father Mandalarl's absence.
la lb irnt that yon ihuald ot
a
rsvelv your mnrnina rapar Wiph'oi
Scott Hopkins, for some time past
X. glv- tha POSTA!. TBLBURAPH
maHter car builder's clerk In the Santa
in yiMir nam and aridraaa and tha
apaolal
papar will be dalWarad by
Fe car department, left last night for
?
ho,n" ln Detroit, Mich. Mr. Hop- m"
Z
J"" '!!'
kins expects to remain in Detroit In.
definitely and will likely attend school
ijKIBk I aaTafafafanRrSBh
Forecast.
there.

F.

Delivering

STRONG

i

Goods
rHAT a great many of Albuquer-li- l
ipie's representative business men
and Individuals continue to transfer their bank account to the State
National Is ample evidence that "The
Old Reliable" is delivering the goods.
Confidently believing we caá make
the connection mutually profitable, we
would like to have YOUR account,
feeling assured our splendid facilities
will In every way meet the requirements of the moot discriminating

fr

lllu-lrut-

',

Vr'

'

ArSaU
c
wSZEi'
Saturday with occasion.,
,,,y .,., norinrrn
and central
flower

in

llon8- -

the Occidental Life.
Joe B, Nailes was here yesterday
n business from Katun.
Freeh barracuda and sea bass at
the San Jo.se Market.
Insure

BarflsT-

ssmI

BaTar-arara- r

asF

JBv

t

In

D. F. Maker of
company U a

j

the Las Cruce Real-- i
visitor in Albuqucr-j- a

iue.
Home dressed spring ducks
San Jose Market today.

Morning,

Afternoon

and

T

at the

Evening

i""?

A

At $2.00at

line of nobby Soft

At $2.50

Quite an assortment of Knox Hats, formerly $3.50 and

$4.00

Good

Most Popular Amusement
l lie (tti.

-

styles.

At $3.00

;
and Heating company, left last night
for Los Angeles and other California
points, where they will spend a six
weeks' vacation.
The Myers Liquor company filed a
suit In the Valencia county district
court yesterday afternoon
against
Acacio T. Tornero and Adelina Ro- mero de lama, asking judgment in
the sum of S 300. alleged to be due on
promissory note. Felix H. Lester
Is attorney for the plaintiff.
Two more carloads of United States
sailors passed through the city last
night en route to San Francisco,
where they will be placed on duty on
the Maryland, West Virginia and oth- er cruisers lying in that port. The
met Were from Norfolk training sta-

Some nice Stetson Hats in late shapes
Worth $4.00 and $4.50

The State
National Bank

to close out.

Albuquerque

SIMON STERN
The Central Avenue Clothier

Dr. W. II. Burr, Santa Fe pnyslcian
was a visitor
Place In and HargBOH at Oullup,
In the city yesterday.
TinArt club will resume its
tion. Virginia.
s at the Woman's club,
H. Hotzkus. formerly cashier at the
Battirda) afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Alvarado hotel, arrived in the eltv
Coman L Baca, real estate and yesterday morning on his Initial run
laVDd
(rani dealer ami politician, of as Pullman conductor between Albu-Sanqucrquc and Bl Paso.
Fe, is In the city on business.
A. K. Sliger, 26 years of age, died
district
of
the
Venable.
lerk
John
Phone 471,
court left for Gallup today on busl- - at his rooms on South Arne street,
hiss Connected with the McKlnley at 1 o'clock yesterday afternoon,
Death resulted from tuberculosis. De- county court.
ceaseil was a member nf lh
Film'
.
, ,
traveling as- - "- - an,,. ".
Harold II. Moure
mii
ii in itiaiivs
or
aenger agent of the Santa Fe, with chestra.
Relative! in Connellavllle. nf .Shakespeare should not fail to see
In
Is
Angeles,
the Pa., have been notified of the
headquarteri in Los
death it. The rest of the program was up
SWALLOWS
OF
city for a few days.
Charlie KUU and "Cap" Welch, to theusual standard.
who have been playinR with the Daw- Cured Hay Fever and Summer Colds.
C. J. Cranilnll, superintendent
at son hall team for the past season, artin I'nited States Indian School
A. S. Nusbaum, Batesvllle, Indiana,
Ity rived In the
Santa F', was 11 visitor in the
but night from Den- writes:
"Last year I sufferod for
ver.
Moth Kunz and Welch
eatei day.
have three mouths with a summer cold bo
been playing (rst elas ball
In the distressing that It Interfered with my
Mrs. Harry F. Lea left on the lim- event they nrr
to the Browns
annexed
Cal.,
Park.
Ocean
businesa. J had many of the sympited yesterday for
team here the Browns
bi In a
toms of nay fever, and a doctor's prewhere she will spend a few weeks via. fair way to have a real will
ball team.
FATAL RESULT
King relatives.
scription did not reach my case, and I
the Savoy Cafa,
That
medicines,
which
took
several
seemed
was
metí
H.uiy lierk and sister. Miss Har- opened recently by Mrs.
only to aggravate it. Fortunately I
Frank
riet, of Rnl) Smith Fourth street, re- i.s already attaininguon- - insisted upon having Foley's Honey
much
a
threw
weeks ularlty Is evidenced by
turned Inst night Ironi
the large num- and Tar. It quickly cured me. My SAD SUICIDE OF MRS,
Attractive
Booklet Contains
visit to Ixm Angeles.
ber of diners who are making
the wife has since used Foley's Honey
Savoy
their headquarters
ALPHONSE KOEBELL
ut meal a'nfl Tar with the same success." Sold
There will be a regular meeting of
Information
Invaluable
to
the Indies of the Q. A. II on Friday Ume.s. Dinner tonight will be served by J. H, (VKcilly. & Co.
August 6 to 12.
from
to
six
eight.
Music
of
Mrs.
will
Prospective Exhibitor at Irbe ,a
at 2:10
in. at the residence
.1
(1. Caldwell,
211 West Silver avo- - feature of the dinners hereafter.
Mentally Unbalanced, Wife of
rigation Congress,
ADELLAH
nue
John W. Brown, national organixer
Local Machinist Takes Carof of the Socialists, urrlved yesterday
Miss Madgi Knight, formerly
Whirlwind Tumbler.
me national headquarters
In
l,as Crines, X. M.. now of til I'rso,
The board of control of the Irrigabolic Acid, Dying Before Help
nicago
and last night addressed a
ji
" I
OLIVER and MARTELLt
congress and exposition has Istion
C0W4 of people on Central aaVka
Can Reach Her,
between First and Second streets. Mr.
sued a list of prizes, premiums and
Dramatic Sketch
BRAG E
nrown was in this cttj two years ugo
trophies to be awarded exhibitors at
Artists.
Tonight he will speak on the name
Mrs. Alphonse Koebell, aged 31,
Ihe exposition, In the form of a very
Mibject as last night, "From Prosperwife of A. Koebell, a machinist, comattractive
ity
little Illustrated booklet,
lo Free Soup and Back to Pork
New Pictures and Songs
Work is
mitted suicide by swallowing two
the best and most Interesting bits
Chnps."
Manager
Now
NegotiatHarris
Monday and Thursday.
ounces of carbolic acid at 7:30 yes- of literature yet published by the exD. U Sterling, father of
WHITE WAGONS
w. D.
terday morning, at her home, 1002 position management.
ing
BatWith
First
Class
a
Sterling,
superintendent
of
city
The booklet, the front cover of
East street. The deed was evidently
schools, accompanied by Lawrence D
tery and Other Talent is on premeditated It Is said by close which Is adorned with the congress
aterllng. Bupt. Btarllng son, arrived
design, "Reclamation," In colors. Is
In the city last night from
Inslng
friends of the dead woman that she chuck full of information
the Road,
which
young Mr. Sterling attended
Mich
was not in her right mind and has should be in the hands of every prosthe Knlversltv of .,.w Mexico
last
year
has been spending the sumFrank Harris, Ihe newly elected been to some extent mentally unbal- pective exhibitor at the exposition. It
.lu-- t
a large shipment. wlil Ii aye luiM-- t room for and are mer inandMichigan.
rei
manager
The
of the Browns, la taking an anced for the past two years. The publishes the complete conditions as
elder
Mr. Sternifcklni; special low price litis week lo move them
ling will upend the winter In Albu- active Interest In the affairs of the only witness to the deed was a
little to entries, exhibits, admigsions and so
querque with his son.
forth, Information as to railroad rates
baseball club, and It Is very likely that baby girl, thirteen
A
old.
months
(Till A suit was led In the
and. In short, covers the whole mat
CENTRAL AVE., Ai.iti yrt;iUE.
many days pass awuy he will
before
district court
few moments before Mrs. Koebell ter to the last detail.
yesterday afternoon by Felix H. Les- have the Brownies hack to their old
The list of premiums will be a surposition as pennant winners of the swallowed the acid she sent her two
ter, attorney for Hosteller Bros
and
prise to those who have not been ob
girls, aged 5 and 3 years, respectiveCaret Hn, "f Belleville, Kan against southwest.
s
Harris now negotiating with a
ly, to the house of Mrs. J. J. Burwell, serving the large number of prizes
Milla M. Pralt of this city, asking
battery and expects them here 1011 Williams street,
and trophies which have been offered
.Judgment In the um of J140.2Í. which
which la a
from time to time. The list Is careamount Is alleged to be due the pHn. within a few days.. With the arrival
from
home,
the
Koebell
and
fully arranged under subdivisions so
tiff on account of Bods and wares of Kunz, (Iraham and Welch, of the told them to
to
Mrs.
tell
Burwell
that any particular premium, prize or
sold and delivered to the defendant Dawson team, and a new pitcher and come over to
at
once
her
house
and
trophy can be found at a glance. The
land
for which no payment has been catcher ,,n the road, It begins to look take care of the baby.
Mrs Burwell
WHOLESALE HARDWARE.
booklet is Illustrated with views of' Almade Attorneys' fet. tnj cogtB aro nl last as If the Browns were going went to the Koebell home immediatebuquerque,
pictures of cities and Iro, aoouion to the amount of lo make a noise like u real live basely and found Mrs. Koebell sitting In
ball team. The men who are already
rigated sections all over the territory
the Judgment.
a
chair
Stoves, Tinware, Enumeled Ironware; Iron Pipe, Pumps,
died
unconaclous.
She
within
on the ground are practicing dally and
a few moments. It Is very likely that products and Irrigation projects.
The program at the Colombo to- will be in
tine condition when thev go Mrs. Koebell
Valves, Fittings, Bolting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc.
night will he an unusually good one. up against
swallowed the acid Im
outside aggregations
mediately after she sent her girls to
The films have been selected with Fe will be here with a atrong Santa
team
WAGONS, IMPLEMENTS AND FARM MACHINERY.
much care and are sure to please, a Sunday, and a good exhibition Is look- Mrs. Burweli'M home. Mrs. Koebell KICKING
left no letter or note giving any rea
new and pretty Illustrated song. "Affor. Carthage and Wlnslow, both
Albuquerque, N, M. ter the Haln Is Sunshine," will be ed
for ending her life. On a piece of
Mail orders solicited,
boasting Hrst-elateams, will he Ihe son
paper, left on the table by the chair
sung for the first time tonight
The next victims after the Ancient f'lty
In which she wa found unconscious,
program will consist of three comical boyM have returned home with
the
films, "Page Boy and Bahv " "Th. glonm of defeat
the address. "Y. Stephan.
FIRE ALARM
written on their faces
company. 7th and
Wand That Lost Its Magic" and "The
...
M
M.
st. Louis"
... " ..unrr
According to
two entirely new BAMCl s l l AM LEAVES
neighbors, Mr. Stephan waa her brothrums.
The Stowaway" and "Madam
RVBNING
FOR
THIS
TRINIDAD
er. It Is very likely that ahe wished
Bikes," ,,re also hilled for tonight
Daniel Padilla, big chief of the her brother notified Of her qeath.
Quadruped
Saves
The Agitated
A dramatic sketch of more
thn Barelaa Grays, leaves for Trinidad
ordinary merit is being put on at the this evening with his team to give address was badly written, Indicating
Property in Tucumcari; InCrystal thla week by Misse Oliver and battle Saturday and Sunday to the thai the writer waa In a nervoua and
excited
A telegram
condition.
was
Martello
entitled "A Woman's Trinidad ball team.
Padilla gnea to
cendiary Believed to Be GetSacrifice" and calla for exceptional Trinidad .with ten of the best base- sent to the brother and It is expected
he will he heard from today. One
that
dramatic strength. The ladies meet ball playera In this part nf the counting in His Work,
thla demand with cane. "Bast Lynnn," try and ta confident that he will make of the saddeat Incidents connected
with
the
the novel and drama. Is the feature the Colorado boys put a hump on husband suicide 8 that the woman's
had left here for El Paao IHperlnl C'orrrapondewe Morning Journal.)
moving picture until Monday.
If ,tn,,y "ri going to beat only forty-eig"The
Tucumcari, N. M , Aug. 5. A kickhours
before her
vraiKTLral
Íiiaun
Blackmailer" and "Huahand Wanted," him. The Barelas boya have fought
Koebell haa hnen working In ing mule In the Traders' wagon yard
both guild filma, were also shown with Iheh way to the top In local baaeball death
BADDLiKÜ
WAOOXf
El Paso as a machlniat for the past
IVHSM.K
good effect last night. Owing to the Circle In the face of many discourawoke the kener this morning at 1:30
fact that one of ihe vaudeville artists agement), and are prepared to light two ynara and haa made frequent o'clock. He went out to Investigate
trips
to
city
thla
to visit hla family.
en route in the city from
It Is It Is
Angolés hard to win further honors.
be the cause of the quadruped's trouble
iaken sick at Needlea and com- likely that the Grays will play a tweensaid that the family relatione
the couple were very harmonl-oua- . and discovered a blase under rapid
pelled lo go to the hospital there,
the game at Folaom before they return.
The husband was notified of the headway in a shingle pile In the D.
Cryatal management was unable to The line-u- p
of the Grays will put be- occurrence
and will arrive here thla A. Bellmore Lumber company's yard,
Put on Ihe vaudeville act laat night. fore the Trinidad fans la as follows:
A ooroner'a Jury held,
morning,
an which occupies the south half of the
It la hoped, however, that he will ar- Pena, catcher: Weeks and Hidalgo,
same block.
rive in a day or two In condition lo pitchers; Perca, lirst base: Gonzales, Inquest at 4 o'clock yesterday afterOwing to the arly discovery and
noon, which waa prealded over by
put hla stunt on the bnarrta.
second base, Sala Bar, third base; Ala-ri- Coroner George R. Craig
ver- quick action on the part of the citiThe
short atop; De Rlasal, left field; dict of the jury waa to the effect that zens' bucket brigade the fire was exShakespeare",, "Roemo and Juliet"
Luna, right Mrs. Koebell came to her death by tinguished with slight loss lo the own-erwaa shown to a large and appreciative Narvaex, center Held.
audience at the akatlng rink laat night. field.
her own hand. Bhe purrhaaed
the
SANTA ROSA It waa divided Into nine acenea. ParALBUQUERQUE
LAS VEGAS
Thla Is the second lire which has
carbolic acid Wedneaday afternoon
Elderly
People.
A
Boon lo
ticular attention waa evidently paid to
from
Million's drug atore. Third occurred here thla week and la genMoat elderly people have tome kid- street
detalla by the film manufacturers in
and Atlantic avenue. Rhe algn-e- d erally believed to have been of InKOK ONE MONTH
U- pmaking the mm. The characters in ney or bladder dlaorder that ta both
poison reglater and told the cendiary origin.
the
T
T. COURTNEY.
CLAIRVOYANT
th play were gorgeously costumed painful and dangerous. Foley's Kid- clerk ahe wanted the acid for disinney Remedy haa proven a boon to fectant purposes
the play its.-iwa, staged In an
a curious thing No one Is immune from kidney
The m.-- t eminent H urnie n nd reliable Trance í'Ulroirnt lo the
manner and superbly acted by many elderly people aa It atlmulatea about the suicide waa that the acid trouble, so Juat remember that FolisiMrtl in your city, and if you are la doubt or
world ha
upon all aaTalra nf Ufe
him. .He al e advfa-a large and competent cast. Nume- the urinary organa, corrects Irregu- made no blisters or bums on the wo- ley's Kidney Remedy will atop the Ir(rouble call aaxl
regularities and cure any caae of kidana riiaBjrea of all ráis cenes In the film anIxivr. liatJ. lHrrlKe. Il..ree. M Inlng. Ileal
beautifully larities and tones up the whole aya-te- man's face or Upa Bhe either put ney
will rominoe ya a of the poweev of that woaderful
or bladder trouble that la not bekind. Oae vialtyou
timed. The photography la perfect.
Foley's
Kidtaking
swat
Commence
the
and
in
bottle
mouth
her
appliwua,
can ohtaia h
conieutment aad auooeat
man. and that
yond the reach of medicine. Sold by
"Romeo
ney
vigorous.
be
orce
through
and
Remedy
and
poison,
It
at
lowed
or
Juliet"
will
the
drank
be
repealed
B
aad
through rollonirur Ma rtrio. ,Mt H Ontral Aveawa. HuoaM
J. H. O RIelly Co.
tonight and tomorrow night. Lovera
Co.
a straw.
Sold by J H O'Reilly
avaa., S to p.na. Phoae 149.
to
SCMOTM).

$3 and $3.50.

Hats which sold

ALL SHAPES AND COLORS.

"P

tJSVZZ

tk.Rrrn.nH0P""

We have quite a few lots of broken sizes and styles
all new and up to date shapes, which We want to close
out at bargain prices.

the

Funeral Director
and Embalmer
Lady Assistant

COLOMBO

Theater

ta

Change

WATCH the SHOW WINDOWS
at THE ECONOMIST

h,,

mm

Tonight

PREMIUM

W

PEAS
NEW PACK now in

7 Brands

LI5Í

EXPOSITION

New Songs

stock.

can give you any size
may like fróm little tiny
ones to the full size matured
ones. In the smooth variety ,and the wrinkled variety.
We
you

i

y.

CRYSTAL

)

I

s

mm

a

Let us show you the line and
give you the different prices.
IIIIIIBIIIIiliillllllllllllllMlllltllllllllllSIiii1'

ALBUQUERQUt

GROCERY CO.

Nubbs Laundry Co.
Best"

"Our

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace

.

first-clas-

WHITNEY COMPANY

MULE AS

ss

Drost-Jewelr-

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM
PHONE

-

-

-

Lncu--street-

y

Albuquerque Carriage
Company

Ia

CHARLES ILFELD CO.

d,

Wholesalers of Everything

a.

i

DE-WIT-

c

n,

Hour.

II

.

.

315 Marble Ave.

MABEL M. FRANK
Diseases of the hair and Scalp,
Scalp Maasagc.
Shampooing.
Ladles and Gentlemen

Burnett

4--

BIdg

Fhone

570.

WOLKING & SON
tER MOTOR

WINDMILLS,

TANKS

WELL

ND

DRILLING,
PAIRING.

DRIVING

AND

UK

Albuqueraue, New Mexico.
TEL. 1485

707 N. EIGHTH

Marcus P. Sawtellc
Contractor and Builder.
1011 NORTH FIRST STREET.
Telephone 1080
OUR WORK OB LAUNDERING
SHIR'f
LADIES' COLLARS.
ON
DDtTf
AND
SKIRTS
WAftiTS,
IS UNSURPASSED. IMPERIAL LAUNDRY. BACK OF

sins

,

.

1402

First and Tijeras

HOMER H. WARD, Mgr.

on-o-

Chafing Dishes

ASH

AZTEC FF FX CO., MILL, FACWOOD
TORY AND MOUNTAIN
GALLUP
PINION FENCE POSTS;
LUMP COALM SO PER TON. BUY
ANY OLD TIME. PHONE 351.
OUR POLICY IS QUICK SALI S
LET US
SMALL PROFITS.
snow you THAT WE can SAVE
YOU MONEY ON YOUR GROCER
CO., 214 8.
IES. F. I. PRATT
AND

SECOND.

EVERY ONE Di TALKING ABOUT
OUR FLAT WORK. IP YOU HAVE
DO SO
NOT GIVEN US YOURS.
NOW. IMPERIAL '.AUNURY. BACK

OF POHTOFriCK.

OUR DOMESTIC FINISH IB JUST
THE THING AND SATISFIES OUR
PATRONS. IF YOU WANT TO BE
UP TO DATE HAVE YOUR LAUNDRY DONE BY THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY. BACK OF POHTOKEICE.

or

CANNED
OUR ASSORTMENT
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ARE
SELECTED STOCK. COME IN AND
EXAMINE THEM. F O. PRATT

.

CO.

3 14 SOUTH

SECOND.

A full line of Loaded Shot
Gun Shells at Mcintosh Hard-

ware

(Vs.

FEE'S

ICE

DRUG

GOOD ICE CREAM, AND
CREAM SODA.
WALTON'S
STORE.

FEE'S ROOT
OF QUALITY.

THB BEER
ALTON'S DRUG

